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Abstract 
This report is the result of a project conducted at Baan Developments in Quebec City 
(Canada). The aim ofthe project was to design an application that co-operates with existing 
Baan products (i.e. ERP, Order Promising and Planner). This application will help the user to 
decide on the Delivery Date of a sales order and which sourcing warehouse to use in 
combination with which available transport mode in order to meet the demand. 
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ATC 
ATP 
CDD 
CRM 
CTP 
DDQ 
DRP 

ERP 
FM 
ME 
MIP 
MPS 
MRP 
NBD 
OP 
RDD 
SD 
SKU 
so 
SOL 
TT 
TM 
UML 
WOL 

A vailable To Customer 
Available To Promise 
Customer Delivery Date 
Customer Relation Management 
Capable To Promise 
Due Date Quoting 
Distribution Requirement 
Planning 
Enterprise Resource Planning 
Freight Management 
Mathematica! Engine 
Mixed Integer Problem 
Master Production Schedule 
Material Requirement Planning 
N ext Best Date 
Order Promising 
Requested Delivery Date 
Shipping Date 
Stock Keeping Unit 
Sales Order 
Sales order line 
Transport Time 
Transport Mode 
Unified Modeling Language 
Warehouse Order Line 
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Summary 

Introduetion 
The last part of every supply chain, from the last warehouse (of the suppliers) to the delivery 
addresses is shrouded with uncertainty. The promises made with regard to the delivery dates 
arenotaccurate and mainly basedon personallogistical knowledge and experience ofthe 
sales person. Baan products (Baan ERP, OP and Planner), in the current configuration, cannot 
bring more transparency and predictability. They only provide information up tothelast 
warehouse. A new application can fill up this information gap. This application is the A TC
module (Available-Io-Çustomer). The A TC-module is a cross-industry application, which is 
event-triggered. The event can be either a manual sales order entry or an automatic sales order 
entry (e.g. batch orderingor e-sales in the future). 

Assignment objective 
To develop the ATC software application that will support the A TC-user (SalesClerk of a 
manufacturer-supplier) to fulfill a salesorder by helping the user to choose a delivery date, 
the sourcing warehouse and the transport mode based on minimum total costs. 

Research questions 
Four main questions can be derived from the objective: 

• What are the software requirements for the A TC-module? 
• What are the main data needed for ATC? (What data are already available and what 

not?) 
• What kind of mechanism can best be used for generating an accurate estimate of a 

Delivery Date and the total costs? 
• How should the ATC module be realized (domain and functional design)? 

Scope 
Defining the scope of the project, and hence the research, is important for ensuring structure 
and feasibility. These are the constraints: 

• An ATC module will only operate in an environment consisting of Baan ERP 
(version 5.0c), Baan Order Promising ( version 2.0.4) and Baan Planner (version 
2.0.4). These are the most interesting products for this research since Baan presents 
these as essentially being the iBaan solutions (web-based products). Hence there is a 
lot of future potential for this configuration. And these software products (with these 
versions) already have an existing integration, which is tested and fully operational. 

• A strict demand from Baan Development is that ATC will not cause too many 
changes in the existing technica! environment, in which the ATC will be ultimately 
implemented. A TC must, as much as possible, use the existing functionalities and 
data stream that is available within the configuration of Baan ERP, Baan OP and 
Baan Planner. 

• The research will focus on developing the concept of the ATC. An implementation 
design is because of time limitations too far reaching. 

Technological environment 
The environment in which ATC will operate consistsof Baan ERP 5.0c (Corelli), Baan Order 
Promising (OP) 2.0.4 and Baan Planner 2.0.4. This configuration makes it possible for the 
user to model its business processes and to plan production after accepting sales orders. 
Baan ERP provides the possibility for automating most business processes from warehousing 
to invoicing. Baan Order Promising 2.0 (OP) is an order acceptance application basedon reai
time checks of ATP and CTP. This order promising application also contains a rule-based 
engine that can automatically grant acceptance tosales order lines entered via electronic 
means (EDI or e-sales) according to user-defined rules. Baan Planner is designed to run 
integrated with Baan ERP host from which it gets inventories, bills of material, demand, etc. 
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ATC 
ATC is specifically designed to function in co-operation with Baan ERP 5.0c (Corelli), Baan 
OP 2.0.4 and Baan Planner 2.0.4. ATC wil! tap into the existing sales entry process and is 
event-triggered; this means that it will only be active after the entry of a sales order. lt wil! teil 
the user what souring warehouse to use and in combination with what transport mode and 
Shipping Date in ordertomeet a Delivery Date with the lowest total costs. The Delivery Date 
does not necessarily have to be the same as the Delivery Date that is requested by the 
customer. The difference between the requested Delivery Date and the calculated Delivery 
Date wil! , however, not exceed a Delivery Date tolerance. 
ATC will show a solution (i .e. Shipping Date and Delivery Date in combination with the 
choice of sourcing warehouse and transport mode for the minimum total costs) that is based 
on solving a mathematica! formula. This formula incorporates three main cost components: 
1. WarehouseCast 

These are all the costs for getting the ordered items to the warehouses and maintaining 
them there. 

2. Logistica!Cost 
All the costs related to the actual transportation of the ordered items from the last 
sourcing warehouse to the delivery address. 

3. ContractCast 
All the costs involved when the order is delivered too early or too late. 

Because ATC is an event-triggered application and because all SOLs are sent to OP by ERP, 
ATC must be placed in the dataflow between ERP and OP (see below). All data (see text 
below) that ATC uses should be available in databases within ATC fora fast communication 
with the Mathematica! Engine (ME). 

Planner 

New databases for ATC 
ATC cannot find all the data it needs in the existing configuration. Due to extra data that are 
not readily available in the existing contiguration (of Baan ERP, Baan OP and Baan Planner) 
some new databases are needed. These databases are for storing: 

• Preferred transport modes 1 

• Accuracy for calculation 
• Cost per distance for using the transport modes 
• A vailability of transport modes by warehouse 

1 Transport modes are a combination ofthe type of transportand the carrier. Carrier A in combination 
with transport type ' truck' is considered in this report as a different transport mode as carrier B in 
combination with sametype of transport (i.e. 'truck'). 
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• Transportation time of transport modes from warehouses to delivery addresses (for 
first two levels of ATC; see c.-1 revels o(AJC) 

• Special costs (extra services, penalty costs etc.) 
• Delivery Date Toleranee (for each accuracy) 

Re-use of existing data by ATC 
Some data that are al ready within the existing configuration can be used by A TC: 

• Distance tables for distances between warehouses and delivery addresses (Baan ERP) 
• Preferred Warehouses (OP) 
• Interest rates (Baan ERP) 
• SOL data (e.g. CustomeriD, ordered item, ordered quantity, Delivery Date and 

address) 

U se of existing features/functionalities by A TC 
The existing features/functionalities that ATC can use are: 

• Cost definition (Baan ERP) 
Surcharges can be defined to make variabie costs of items visible. Surcharges can be 
defined on transport, handling and so on. 

• ATP/CTP checks (OP) 
Por ATC it is necessary that the checks are done with a fixed quantity! 

ATC levels 
ATC can be executed on three different complexity levels. The differentiation of these levels 
is basedon the number of applications that are directly involved in the processing of the data 
and on the dynamica! character of the input data. In the first level there is no possibility for 
extra production, this in contrast to the second level. The element that differentiates the third 
level from the first two levels is the dynamic input data that is used in this level (via Internet). 

Recommendations 
1. It is important to stress the significanee of data maintenance when training the users of 

ATC. In case of bad maintenance ATC will provide invalid optimal solutions. The 
maintenance of data will be less important in the third level of A TC. This is because of 
the fact that the data will be retrieved automatically from the Internet. 

2. ATP checks and CTP checks should be made smarter and more flexible. Now ATP 
checkscan trigger extra production via CTP even when it is not necessary; An ATP check 
can be negative for one date and it can therefore request extra production through CTP for 
the day after. But if the A TP check was done for that latter date no extra production was 
needed because of sufficient inventory. The result of this strict procedure of ATP 
foliowed by CTP will cause unnecessary extra inventory and the consumption of 
production capacity. 

3. Future development on ATC should include the possibility ofusing more than one 
transport mode to ship an order. Research should also take place on the possibility of 
using Distri bution Centers for collecting sales orders for distribution. 

4. Research should take place on the possibilities of ATC used in cascade. A research 
question could be: 'How more accurate would the delivery date at the end-customer be if 
each node in a distribution chain, e.g. distribution centers or production/warehouse 
facilities, would have ATC in operation?' 

5. Research is neededon the manner in which the accumulated data (e.g. order history, 
frequent use of sametransport mode for same delivery address) can be used for CRM 
purposes. 
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1.5 

1. Introduetion 

An earl i er research2 showed that there was a need for the ability of providing accurate 
delivery dates to a customer by a manufacturer-supplier. This would lead to more accurate 
lead times and lower inventories up- and down-stream in the supply chain. Baan could not 
meet this need with its current assortment of software products. Baan products such as: 
' Scheduler', 'Baan ERP ', 'Planner' and 'Order Promising', can only provide data until the 
last warehouse. The last part in the supply chain (from the last warehouses to the delivery 
addresses) is not optimized and is shrouded in uncertainty. Sales entry clerks of a 
manufacturer-supplier (user of Baan products) can only promise delivery dates and accept 
ordersbasedon their own experience and knowledge ofthe customer and carriers ... 
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Figure 1: Executive Survey of prominent Technology-Enabled Service [1) 

What is needed is a solution, which will fill this gap in information. By filling up this gap, this 
solution3 also provides an opportunity for financial optimization, which will give an 
advantage totheusers of Baan products. The solution will provide the users with the lacking
knowledge of the last part of their local supply chain. It will give the users an easy-to
implement and cost-effective tooi to minimize their costs of meeting a demand and a tooi to 
increase their customer satisfaction at the same time. The users ofthis solution will be able to 
make a firm promise to their customers on when the ordered products will be delivered at the 
delivery address. The Delivery Date will be accurate and will intliet the lowest costs on the 
users for meeting the demand. Intherest ofthis report this solution will be called ATC 
(Available-To-Customer). As shown in Figure 1 this solution has, indeed, great opportunity 
and high priority! 
The aim of my graduation project is to realize this software solution. I conducted the project 
for Baan Developments in Quebec City (Canada) from February 22nd 2002 till November 22nd 
of2002. The results ofthis project are the basis for mythesis with which I will graduate for 
my master' s studyin ' Industrial Engineering and Management Science' from the Eindhoven 
University of Technology. 

2 Intemship report 'ATC, ... because customers expect it' written by Hans Moonen in January 2001. 
3 'Solution' is a slang for software product that is a solution toa business problem 
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2. Graduation Project 

2.1 Background 
Recognizing the need for data on costs and the need for financial optimization, Baan, as a 
software vendor and software developer, has set a course for developing new functionalities 
for their software products that will include the factor of costs into the decision support. In 
time, Baan products will collectively provide the data on which decisions can be made based 
on the minimum total costs. 
Manufacturer-suppliers, using the current Baan assortment of software products, can predict 
the inventory levels, plan the production and keep track of sales, procurement and resources 
within one or more production and storage facilities. These users can have access to all the 
needed data for their operations up to the last warehouse. 
Using the Baan ERP system a manufacturer-supplier can streamline the back office processes 
by automating and standardizing the different steps in the 'order fulfillment', ranging from 
'order acceptance' to invoicing and updating warehouse stock levels. Wh en a sales clerk uses 
the ERP system to enter a sales order, additional specialized software applications (Baan 
Order Promising and Baan Planner) can help the ERP system to makesure that the ordered 
items are ready forshipment on a certain date at a certain warehouse. To do so the additional 
software products must have insight in the stock level in each available warehouse and must 
have data on planned production as well as free production capacity. 
Ultimately the sales clerk can accept an order based on these data. The problem is that the 
sales clerk will only know what happens up to the last warehouse that his system (ERP in co
ordinance with the additional software) is monitoring. Beyond the last sourcing warehouse he 
has no exact data. The result is that the sales clerk has to rely on his logistical knowledge and 
overall experience for committing toa delivery date. 
He has to make an estimate on how long the transportation will take from the last sourcing 
warehouse to the delivery address. And basedon this the sales clerk has to estimate a date on 
which the shipment has to start. This Shipping Date is then used in the ERP system to 
determine ifthe order can be met for the requested delivery date. Whether the order will 
indeed bedelivered on time depends highly on the accuracy ofthe estimate ofthe 
transportation time. Beyond this, the sales clerk has to choose the sourcing warehouse itself 
[2]. Usually that is just the first warehouse on top of a list... 
This leads to promises of delivery dates that cannot be met. In a B2B situation where the 
purebasers themselves are manufacturers there is a tendency to keep a safety stock in order to 
compensate for the uncertainty in the delivery dates. This will, of course, yield overall higher 
inventory costs. In these cases, both the reliability ofthe supplier and the customer 
satisfaction will decrease. Especially in a B2B environment, according to Silver Pyke and 
Peterson [3], broken promisescan lead to permanentlossof customers. 

2.2 What is ATC? 
A functionality to help minimize the influence of bad estimates ofthe transportation times, a 
functionality to help a manufacturer-supplier to choose a warehouse and transport mode to 
fulfill a demand has yet to be implemented4 in any software packages. Manufacturer-suppliers 
that will use this functionality will be better equipped to promise a Delivery Date and to make 
an informed choice on the sourcing warehouse and the transport mode. The user can make a 
decision based on the total costs that this functionality provides. This is more advanced than 
just providing shipment dates up tothelast warehouse using ATP I CTP (See -1.5 Availahle 
Jó Promise (AJF)and -l.ó Capahle To Promise (CTPJ). This functionality will be called ATC 
CA vailable-I o-Çustomer )5

. 

4 See also Intemship report 'ATC, ... because customers expect it' written by Hans Moonen in January 
2001 
5 Both the solution and the feature will be called A TC. 
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ATC will co-operate closely with especially Baan OP. ATC will hereby enhance this existing 
Baan application. In the current situation OP can accept single sales orders one by one or 
batch-wise (in a sequentia! manner). But it does so solely basedon the needed capacity, 
available inventory and resources for meeting the demand of products. Costs are totally not 
taken into account in any way. ATC will therefore provide commercial advantage and will 
make OP more attractive for any potential Baan clients whowant to implement this software. 
It will provide both the ATC-user and its customers with intelligent feedback. ATC will 
eventually leadtobetter financially based decisions both on side ofthe ATC-user and on the 
side of its customer. ATC will have the following effects in a supply chain: 

1. Overalllower stock level in the supply chain (more reliability in delivery) 
2. Financial optimization through the supply chain (by better usage of capacity) 
3. Shorter lead time for delivery (because delivery dates are more accurate) 

2.3 Defining the problem 
According toVerschuren [4] a problem statement consists oftwo parts; one part is the 
objective ofthe research and the second part is the research question. The objective describes 
the actual problem that has to be solved. And the research question describes the needed 
knowledge for achieving this objective. The problem statement together with 
conditions/constraints regarding the scope ofthe research is in total the problem definition! 

2.3.1 Objective of the project 
To develop the ATC software application that will support the ATC-user (SalesClerk of a 
manufacturer-supplier) to fulfill a salesorder by helping the user to choose a delivery date, 
the sourcing warehouse and the transport mode based on minimum total costs. 

2.3.2 Research questions 
Four main questions can be derived from the objective: 

• What are the software requirements for the A TC-module? 
• What are the main data needed for ATC? (What data are already available and what 

not?) 
• What kind of mechanism can best be used for generating an accurate estimate of a 

Delivery Date and the total costs? 
• How should the ATC module be realized (domain and functional design)? 

2.3.3 Scope 
Defining the scope ofthe project and hence the research is important for ensuring structure 
and feasibility. These are the constraints: 

• An ATC module will only operate in an environment consisting of Baan ERP 
( version 5.0c), Baan Order Promising ( version 2.0.4) and Baan Planner ( version 
2.0.4). These are the most interesting products for this research since Baan presents 
these as essentially being the iBaan solutions (web-based products). Hence there is a 
lot of future potential in this configuration. And these software products (with these 
versions) already have an existing integration, which is tested and fully operational. 

• A strict demand from Baan Development is that ATC will not cause too many 
changes in the existing teehoical environment in which the ATC will be ultimately 
implemented. ATC must, as much as possible, use the existing functionalities and 
data stream that is available within the contiguration of Baan ERP, Baan OP and 
Baan Planner. 

• The research will focus on developing the concept ofthe ATC. An implementation 
design is because of time limitations too far reaching. 

2.3.4 Structure of this report 
This report consists of four main parts. The first part (Chapters 1, 2 and 3) provides an insight 
on the background, the planning and the execution of the ATC project. It provides 
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information on the design methods used and on what was aimed with the execution ofthis 
project. The second part (Chapters 4, 5, and 6) will give a detailed overview ofthe software 
contiguration in which A TC will function, the important processes that are needed for ATC 
and the data stream that takes place within the existing configuration. This second part is 
important for understanding the design decisions made for the A TC concept. And will be 
indispensable for understanding the ATC concept itself. The third part ofthis report (Chapter 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) will discuss the concept of ATC in great detail. This is necessary for 
an easy transition from designing to the actual technica! realization of ATC. Finallyin the last 
part, the detailed information on the results of this project is included as annexes, whereby the 
conclusions and recommendation are listed in Chapter 13. 
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3. Planning and Time schedule 

3.1 Influences on the project planning (see Table 1: Time-schedule o{the A TC-project) 

3.1.1 Re-organization at Baan 
Originally the planning was to finish the project together with the final report by the end of 
November of2002. But due to the reorganization of Baan Canada at the end of June of2002 
the project encountered a delay. Next tothefact that some resources (e.g. two ofmy company 
supervisors) were taken away from the A TC-project, this restructuring also entailed that the 
importance and necessity ofthe project had to be proven anew. Negotiations had to be 
restarted with re gard to accommodations and forther planning of the A TC project. The whole 
project was re-evaluated and re-approved in August of 2002 by the CFO bimself The delay 
that evolved from this meant that the originally planned prototype could not be realized. It 
also meant that the reporting phase of the project had to be postponed till after I retumed to 
Holland. 

3.1.2 Traveling 
At the start of the project I had to return to Holland unexpectedly, because of some 
administrative errors relating my work permit. Besides this, a planned trip back to Holland 
took place in May of2002. As part ofmy ongoing familiarization with the Baan products, I 
had planned this trip to interview experts on Baan ERP in Holland. I also did an interim 
presentation both in Quebec (Canada) and in Barneveld (the Netherlands), for which I had 
retumed to Holland, on a separate occasion, fora period oftwo weeks at the end of June of 
2002. The preparations made forthese trips to Holland took more time and effort than 
expected. Especially the final trip back to Holland at the start of December entailed more 
preparations and administrative work than expected. 

3.2 Project planning and time schedule 

Phase 1: Analyzing the technological environment 
The research was started with an orientation ofthe technological environment in which the 
ATC module will be operating. This orientation phase was focused on the Baan Products: OP 
( version 2.0.4), Planner ( version 2.0.4) and Baan ERP ( version 5.0c Corelli). Because ofthe 
scope and details that exists with these Baan products, ongoing familiarization with these 
products will be needed for the entire length ofthe project (see Chapten,· ../. l'echnological 
h"nvmmmenl Chapler 5. /)a/a flow in !he exi.11mg configuratwn and Chapler 6. Importani 
proces.1e.1). In this phase, however, an overall knowledge of these applications was sufficient. 
Outside the Baan environment I also had to do a research on the general development 
language ofUML (Unified Modeling Language). This research was conducted especially at 
the start ofthe project but it continued through the entire practical part ofthe project, as it was 
needed for the designing process in terms of modeling and methods used. 
During phase 1 there was also a focus on a new XML-based communication standard called 
BaBOD. Since this could have been used in a later phase I joined the Baan team that was 
working on the implementation and development ofthis new standard. At the end of June of 
2002, however, Baan put the BaBOD project on a hold for an unknown period, thereby 
stripping BaBOD ofits future potential for the ATC project (since it would not become a 
standard in the near future ). 

Phase 2: retrieving the requirements of ATC 
Since the A TC module is meant to generate revenue for the Baan Company within the near 
future, due tot the need that has been expressed from the market, a combination of the 
'Incremental Development Model' and the 'Evolutionary Development Method' was chosen 
[ 5]. This combination of development models is i deal for the A TC-project since not all known 
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requirements can be incorporated quickly into the first version of ATC (incremental). New 
requirements will also certainly arise in the future (evolutionary). Thesecanthen betaken 
into account in the development ofthe next versions (incremental). 
It was essential to know which requirements have to be taken into account in the first version 
of ATC (see ANNhX 2. !Jas ie Rec(uiremems). Tostart the processof obtaining these 
requirements it was necessary to recognize the different stakeholders first. These are the ones 
who will work closely with the ATC module now and in the future. Because the ATC project 
will betaken over from me after I leave Baan, developers were asked to join the requirement
discussions as stakeholders as well. The other stakeholders, who took part in the discussions, 
comprised of release managers of OP and Planner, product consultants ofERP, OP and 
Planner and comprised of technica! and functional architects. They represented Baan ERP, 
Baan OP and Baan Planner in the development process. These persons knew the availability 
of data within the Baan products, the functionalities (ofthe Baan products) and therefore 
knew the possibilities forthese products to co-operate with ATC. A big advantage, too, was 
that these persons knew the needs oftheir costomers ( future ATC users) due totheir daily 
work. 
A consensus on the requirements had to be reached between all the stakeholders before 
embarking on actual designing. This consensus was reached by imptementing 'Use Cases' 
(part ofUML6

). Use cases describe in a narrative manner what the ATC module should be 
able to do. The advantage of U se Cases, of course, is that it would provide the developers 
with the requirements in a narrative manner (see ANNhX 1. I !se cases). And persons from all 
trades canonderstand U se Cases because ofthe narrative character, thus avoiding 
misonderstanding between the stakeholders at a later stage. These use cases were corrected 
and fine-tuneduntil all stakeholders were satisfied. This wasaresult ofweekly consultations 
with the stakeholders. Based on the finished use cases the conceptual and functional designing 
process was started during phase 3 in July (see ANJVJ:")( 3. Urmwin Modeland ANNJ:X -1. 
Functionul lJestgn /V/ode!). 
Other reasons for choosing the combined development model (Incremental and Evolutionary) 
include the fact that I was the only person working on the A TC-project for full time. Also 
important was the fact that it was more important to have a working smaller version 
(Incremental) than to have a bigger version, which would take longer to develop. This report 
is the basis of the first of such increment. Advantages of using elements of the incremental 
developing model are the lower risk of mistakes and the ease of correcting mistakes. 
Development mistakes can be fixed before the next increment starts. 

Phase 3: constructing the conceptual and functional design 
The use cases were transformed into one single coherent text. This made the concept more 
accessible for people outside the development process and thus enabling a wider public to 
participate in the discussions ( which proved to be very useful in phase 4 ). This A TC concept 
was then forther crystallized in the third phase by organizing perioctic meetings with 
developers and product consultants of Baan ERP, Baan OP and Baan Planner (see Chapter 8. 
A re concept). A secondary objective of this continuous processof discussions is to create a 
broad support for the project that will ensure continuity of the project in the future. Based on 
this concept in the narrative form, the first vers i ons of the domain and functional designs were 
finished at end of November of 2002. 
A next step in the development process was to execute a gap analysis. At this stage of the 
development the concept was clear. The input that is needed to generate the needed output is 
also known. A gap analysis would provide the knowledge on what has to be changed in Baan 
ERP, Baan OP and Baan Planner in order to facilitate ATC (see Chapter 11. Input and Output 
o(ATC). The result ofthis phase was the initia! conceptual domain and functional model in 
the form of a UML (Unified Modeling Language) class diagram. 
During the first part ofthis phase it also became apparent that the calculations that the A TC
module has to perform would take too much time when it was done in an enumerative manner 

6 General software development language 
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[6] So MIP (Mixed Integer Problem) became a subject of research as well. A first result of 
transforming ATC operations into a MIP is also publisbed in this report (see C 'hopt er IJ. C ·u.lt 
culculation)! 

Phase 4: Testing the concept 
Through weekly meetings and discussions with the stakeholders the concept (narrative) was 
validated for its functionality (compared with the requirements) and its compatibility with the 
functionalities of the existing Baan Products. Developers from outside the initial group of 
stakeholders were asked to join in. These discussions were different from the ones in phase 
three since now the topic was about ATC integrated in the technological environment and not 
ATC as a stand alone piece of software. The result ofthis phase is an error-proofed concept 
with total compatibility (see Chopter 7. A7'C Rasfes and C 'huet..:r 8 . . i/C ·concept). 

Phase 5: Fine tuning of domain model and functional model 
Designing the domain and the functional model (see ANNh'X 3 and Dis an iterative process. 
Details had to be fine-tuned. This was realized by consultingIT experts from the University 
and outside (former Baan developers). In this phase all details that arenotevident in the 
concept are made clear. This includes drawingup activity diagrams for the different steps 
within the ATC concept (see AN.\FX 5. A re· online until ANN!:X 13. Ratch orders). 

Phase 6: reporting 
Because ofthe scope ofthis project and the commercial value it has for Baan, decisions have 
to be made about the form of reporting. This will be done by the management of Baan 
development in accordance and consultation with my supervisors at Eindhoven University of 
Technology. A concept ofthe final report will besent to all coaches within Baan and the 
University. Due to two-weekly reporting during the project the validation and correction of 
the final thesis would not pose many problems. If requested in this final stage I will also be 
helping the Baan engineers to get on track fast, so that there will be little delay due to transfer 
ofthe project. It is therefore important that reports (the functional and teehoical design) will 
also be presented in a 'Baan format'. 

3.3 Deliverables 
End ofphase one and middle ofphase two: 

• Interim report (of what is done and what still has to be done) 
• Interim presentation 

End ofphase two: 
• (UML) final use cases for specifying functional requirements 

End of phase three: 
• Initial A TC concept 
• Initial conceptual domain model in the form of a class diagrams 
• Initial functional design model in the form of class diagrams 

End of phase four: 
• Final A TC-concept 

End ofphase five: 
• Final conceptual domain model in the form of a class diagrams 
• Final functional design model in the form of one or more UML activity diagrams 
• Activity diagrams 

End ofPhase six: 
• Final report on A TC project 
• Conceptual design according to Baan standards and protocols 
• Functional design according to Baan standards and protocols 
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Table 1: Time-schedule ofthe A TC-project 

Phase 1 Analyzing the Researching new Baan standard of February 2002 till the end 
technological BaBOD ofMarch 2002 
environment Analyzing Baan products (ERP, OP February 2002 till the end 

and Planner) of March 2002 
Researching UJ\.1L February 2002 till the end 

of September 2002 
Phase 2 Retrieving the Creating use cases April 2002 till the end of 

req uirements for July 2002 
ATC Analyzing Baan Products (ERP, OP April 2002 till the end of 

and Planner) October 2002 
Phase 3 Constructing Drawing up a MIP for realizing the May 2002 till the end of 

conceptual and ATC calculations November 2002 
functional designs Conducting gap-analysis J une 2002 till the end of 

November 2002 
Transforming A TC concept from July 2002 till the end of 
uses cases to text October 
Constructing conceptual and July 2002 till the end of 
functional design November 2002 

Phase 4 Testing the ATC- Final presentation at Baan Canada November 2002 
concept 

Finalizing A TC concept November 2002 

Phase 5 Fine-tuning of the Fine-tuning of the domain and December 2002 till end of 
domain and functional model January 2003 
functional models Drawingup ATC-activity diagrams December 2002 till end of 

January 2003 
Phase 6 Reporting Finishing final report January 2003 tillend of 

February 2003 
Final presentation at University Marc hl April 2003 
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----------------------- ------------------

4. Technological Environment 

4.1 Introduetion 
This chapter will describe the Baan products that forrn the technological environment in 
which ATC is going to be implemented. In order to onderstand the functionalities of the 
whole configuration that are relevant to A TC, this chapter will describe the relevant 
functionalities [7] ofthe three individual elements (i.e. Baan ERP, Baan OP and Baan 
Planner). To know these current functionalities is toonderstand the functionalities ofthe ATC 
module, because A TC uses a number of functionalities that are described here. 

4.2 Baan ERP 
ERP stands forEnterprise Resource Planning. With Baan ERP it is possible to automate most 
business processes conceming production and procurement. What it does not do is optimize 
or even consicter an objective cost function. It is basically a successive planning system. It 
can beseen as an extension ofMRP. 'The main difference is that, while MRP is primarily a 
tooi for the production department, under ERP the entire firrn operates from the same 
data.' [8]. It can run on a single or multiple database(s) from which it will get all its data and 
where it will store its output. This is done in a server-elient environment, which means that 
any user will have access to this database through a server. The degree of his I her access is 
basedon their authorization (defined in the server). 
Baan ERP is divided up in 22 'packages' and each of these packages is made out of several 
modules or sessions, whereby a module is composed of only sessions. These sessions are in a 
sense the smallest building blocks. And it is only in these sessions that data can beenteredor 
changed. Each session covers one specific business-competence or a supportive functionality. 
Examples of these sessions are 'Sales Order Lines' and 'currency initialization'. Examples of 
packages in Baan ERP are: 

• Common data 
In this package data are stored and created with regard to the costomers such as 
locations and other contacting inforrnation. Also found in this package are distance 
tables next to inforrnation on employees, warehouses, sales prices of items, selling 
unit of items and structure of the company itself. These data have to be imported or 
manually entered. Main function ofthis package is to act as a central database for 
other packages. 

• Warehousing 
This package is meant for controlling the warehouse activities. Warehouse orderscan 
be defined only here. These orders are used especially in warehousing. These orders 
define the required tasks that warehouse persounel have to perform in order to move 
goods into, out of and between warehouses. Data with regards to inventory level and 
inter-warehouses shipments are found here. 

• Order Management 
In this package users can create sales orders and for example define discounts. Also 
found in this package are the contracts listing quantity and pricing agreements. 

• Manufacturing 
In this package BOMs mm Of Material) can be defined as well as cost prices for 
each type of item that is sold. Next to this workstations (e.g. machines) can be defined 
in terros of capacity and costs. These workstations can then be linked to eertaio 
routing descrihing the different production procedures of an item. Based on these 
routing, BOM costs prices can be calculated (see 6 . .f fJrocess o{defining costs). 

4.3 Baan Planner 
Baan Planner is designed to run with an ERP host from which it gets data on inventories, Bills 
Of Materials, customer orders, inventories, supplies and so on. Wh en integrated with Baan 
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ERP it assumes the responsibility for MRP-IC (Material .B,equirement _elanning), MPS8 

(Master _eroduction ~chedule) and DRP9 (Qistribution .B,equirement ,elanning) functions. 
Planner is capable of planning up to 12 months ahead or even more. It is a multi-site 
operational planning system, which will synchronize manufacturing and distribution based on 
the demand it receives from an ERP host. Next to its constraint based planning capacity it is 
capable of performing simulations based on scenarios ('What-if??'). It will tell the user for 
example what impact accepting a big order will have on resource utilization, inventory levels 
and cash flow (also after calculation of financial performance of a production plan). The basic 
functionalities of Planner are: 

• Constraint based optimization10 with bottleneck detection. Constraints arebasedon 
capacity and materiaL 

• Analysis tooi and planning monitoring. 
o Delivery performance 
o Resource utilization performance 
o Inventory performance 
o Cash flow performance 

• Simulations capabilities. 

4.4 Baan Order Promising (OP) 
As stated in the name OP, it is an order acceptance application. It is designed to operate in 
combination with Planner. It is basedon reai-time checks of ATP, CTP and reserved stock for 
customer channels". OP has a rule-based engine (the Order Acceptance ,Engine; see J.igure 
20) that will enable OP to automatically acceptsalesorder lines (SOL) according to user
defined rules. An order is typically composed of one or more order lines (see 6.2.3 l:.nlenng u 

Sales Order). Each salesorder line (SOL) relates to only one type of product (item). An order 
line would typically consist of one type of item, ordered Quantity, Delivery Date and 
customer data. There are two checks that are especially interesting when the user wants to 
know which warehouse to choose in order to meet the demand as stated in a sales order line. 
These checks are the ATP/CTP check. The results of these checks are dates on which the 
items (and in what quantity) can be ready for shipment. 

4.5 Available .Io îromise (ATP) 
This check can be done for any type of item, which is stocked in a warehouse. An A TP check 
can be done for a fixed Shipping Date or a fixed ordered quantity. When the date is fixed then 
the ATP will yield aresult that informs the user how much the user can promise its customer 
fora certain (fixed) date. But when the ordered quantity is fixed then the date itself can 
change. 
In general an ATP-check will only look at what is in stock now and what will be in stock in 
the future basedon planned production and on real demand (there is a real demand when 
accepted order lines are saved). To perform an ATP check, OP has to know when the ordered 
quantity has to be ready forshipment (this will be called Shipping Date in this report), the 
ordered item, the ordered quantity and the constraints on the channel capacity12

. Once the 
ATP check returns a date on which the ordered quantity is ready, then this quantity can be 

7 MRP (-1): It states what and when fmished goods have to be ready. It will then provide data on when 
components have to be producedor when materialor components have to be purchased. (MRP-11 is an 
enhancement ofMRP-1; with more focus on capacity planning and shop floor control.) 
8 MPS: A plan for completion of orders for finished goods (for stock or for customer order). 
9 DRP: Distribution version ofMRP. lnstead ofroutings there are distribution networks between for 
example warehouses and branches. 
10 Optimizes the supply chain throughput and synchronizes production, material and distribution 
resources to demand to generate a constraint based planning. 
11 Channel constraint: for ensuring that a minimum quantity of products is reserved for a channel of 
customers. Other customers outside the 'channel' cannot take these quantities. 
12 Channel constraint: for example the percentage of production capacity allocated to each channel of 
customers. Channels can be basedon geographicallocation (e.g. a customer in Asia is a channel) 
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reserved (i.e. consumed) for the customer by saving the salesorder line (SOL). This quantity 
will be discarded in future A TP checks. 
A 'Next Best Date' will be generated when the item in the ordered quantity cannot be ready 
for shipment on the requested date (Shipping Date). If ho wever the requested Shipping Date 
is feasible then OP will notchange the date. OP does the ATP check for anitem-warehouse 
combination (basing itself on the data received from Planner). So the checks and the results 
are specific for an item-warehouse combination. 

4.6 Capable Io ~romise (CTP) 
This can also be done for a fixed quantity or a fixed Shipping Date. CTP checks are 
performed after an ATP check or directly without being preceded by an ATP check13

. The 
occurrence and sequence ofboth (ATP and CTP checks) is user-defined. When a CTP check 
is requested then the CTP-engine will check if there is free capacity and available components 
present (including componentsin-transit and possibility for ordering more) to produce the 
requested item in the requested amount for the requested date. OP does this in co-operation 
with Planner. In case of a fixed-quantity check the date the CTP engine will generate can 
differ from the requested one ifthe quantity cannot be produced for the requested date (the 
alternative date is the Next Best Date; NBD). In case the requested quantity can be ready for 
shipment on the requested Shipping Date then the requested Shipping Date will not be 
changed. And in case of a fixed-date check the CTP engine will calculate the highest available 
quantity on the requested date ( when it tums out that the ordered quantity cannot be produced 
for the requested date). If an ATP check has preceded the CTP check. Th en the CTP check 
will only performed over the quantity that cannot bedelivered 'out-from-the-shelf (the rest 
quantity)14

. 

13 If a quety is conducted using the GUl of OP then CTP will be conducted for the whole quantity. 
14 In OP/Planner 2.0.4 the CTP will do a check for the total quantity. Not just for the quantity that is not 
available 'from the shelf. What is described in the text is an enhancement of the CTP check. 
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5. Data flow in the existing configuration 

5.1 Introduetion 
What types of data are generated? And can subsequently be used by ATC within the 
contiguration of Baan ERP, Baan OP and Baan Planner? This chapter will go into the data 
flows [9] that exist in the existing technica) environment, in which A TC is going to be 
implemented. This chapter will provide a better understanding as to what data can be re-used 
by the A TC and what has to be added in order for A TC to function. 

5.2 Basic data types 
The data transfer between these three Baan applications is handled by Open W orld or ITK 
(Integration I ooi Kit) and by the OLS (Qn-.!:,ine .S.erver). It is essential that the salesorder 
lines are sent toOP, since this is the solution that handles the acceptance of these order lines. 
There are basically two types of data (see Figure 2): 

1. Static data: 
These are more or less stabie information such as number of production resource 
units15 and total capacity. The majority ofthe static data wi ll be transferred to the 
planner (data flow 1). Since the values forthese variables will notchange much over 
time the typical frequency for synchronizing the data between the different 
components is on average once a week. 

2. Dynamic data: 
These are fast changing data such as inventory levels, sales orders, manufactory 
orders and purebase orders. They are (and must be) updated more frequently than the 
static data. The typical frequency is about once a day. 

~ Ba.Jn Su pply c:1·,ain L..o E:;:-,;J t Su ppl ~i c:h:Jin r· ~· 
P l.:.'l i'JI :_r .-, I (k der Promi'::;Ï ihJ 

~ 

··) 
.:.. 

1 
B~1 ,J n E p 

Figure 2: Data flow in the existing contiguration 

5.3 Data flows in the integrated environment Baan ERP/OP/Pianner 

Data flow 1 (Baan ERP-Pianner) 
Data flow of static data (e.g. items, warehouses, work centers) and dynamic data (e.g. 
inventory on hand, manufacturing orders and purebase orders) from Baan ERP to Planner. 
Planner requests that Baan ERP sends these static and dynamic data. When Order Promise is 
in use ( customer = sales) order Jin es are not sent to Planner. But when there is no OP 
operational then the salesorder lines are sent directly to Planner from Baan ERP. 

15 Production resource units are employees, machines etc. 
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Data flow 2 (Baan ERP-OP) 
Transfer of static data directly from Baan ERP to OP (e.g. channel checks, preferred 
warehouses and alternative items; typically not the same type of static data that are sent to 
Planner!) 

Data flow 3 (Planner-OP) 
This is a transfer of static data (e.g. items and warehouses) and dynamic data from Planner to 
OP (e.g. ATP data; it tells OP what the inventory levels of each item are and it will be based 
on production planning and demand). Most ofthe data flow originates from Planner toOP. 
The transfer of static data from Planner to OP consists of: 

1. Site Group 
A strictly virtual entity used to group sites together in the Site Selectors throughout 
Planner. 

2. Site 
This is an entity that groups warehouses in a common geographic location. But 
warehouses can be grouped in the same site whatever their location is. This is up to 
the user of OP to define. Site definition is determined in Baan ERP. There are many 
aggregations of data based on the site in Planner, which are mainly operational 
performance measures such as throughput, expense, and revenue and delivery 
performance 

3. Warehouse 
4. Warehouse Item family 

This is the group of items to which a type of item belongs. Items are grouped into 
families for planning purposes. A family is usually nota build-able, stock-able, or 
saleable entity. It is simply a planning concept that facilitates master planning at a 
higher level before drilling down to the SKU ~tock Keeping Unit) details. It is 
important to note that the items present in OP are only those that have sales data 
associated to them. So OP only contains the items that outside customers can buy. OP 
does not include sub-assembly and raw material that are used strictly internally. 

5. Warehouse SKU16 

A SKU refers to an item ( or its item number) that is stocked in a warehouse. It can 
refer to any finished item, subassembly or raw materiaL A SKU is different from an 
item family, which would refer toa group ofSKUs. 

6. Project 
Orderscan be placed under a certain project. This is used for after-calculation ofthe 
project. 

7. Project warehouse SKU item 
8. Customer 

Identification ofthe customer (also called business partner in Baan ERP) 

The transfer of dynamic data from Planner to OP consists of: 
1. Customer order line (is called a Sales Order Line in other application like OP) 

This is done for synchronizing the data. 

The portion of dynamic data flow that originates from OP to Planner consists of: 
1. Sales Order 
2. Sales Order Line 

Data flow 4 (Baan ERP-OP; 'online') 
When a sales person is entering a sales order line online then the order line is sent from Baan 
ERP via OLS toOP. Online doesn't mean through the Internet in this case. By online it is 
meant that OP is responding to this order line in real-time. The reaction is aresult of an 

16 Stock keeping unit is the unit in which the types ofproducts are stored in the warehouses. 
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ATPICTP check. Namely when the sales person is entering the quantity (after entering the 
requested Shipping Date) or when he is trying to save the order line an ATP or I and a CTP 
check is automatically performed (pop-up frame). How and when this happens is based on the 
user-defined situation based on the type of Item and I or the customer (type). The output that 
is sent from the OP to the OLS, as aresult of ATPICTP checks, will be: 

• Requested date ATP (i.e. Shipping Date) 
• Requested date17 channel capacity 
• Next Best Date (NBD; at which both date-constraints, see above, are satisfied) 
• Requested type ofltem 

The OLS will add an interpretation signal 'success I failure' to this flow and will sendit 
further toBaan ERP. The interpretation entails the comparison ofthe NBD with the Shipping 
Date (failure ifNBD is later than the Shipping Date). The order line is accepted when it is 
saved. 1t is possible that quantity or Shipping Date has to be changed in order to be accepted, 
because sales order lines can only be accepted when the Shipping Date is the same as the 
NBD or later. For order lines that are senttoOP in batches the data flow will be the same. 

Data flow 5 (OP-Planner) 
The accepted order lines are then transferred from OP to Planner. Planner needs this demand 
information to calculate a new production planning based on amongst else the forecast 
demand and the real demand (the accepted and savedorder lines). Planner also uses this 
information to keep track ofthe free production capacity! 

5.4 Types of sales orders 

5.4.1 Online order 
Wh en entering an online sales order line there is only one sales order line (SOL) entered at a 
time. Online ordering is notordering through Internet. lt is called 'online' since the system 
(consisting of Baan ERP 5.0c, OP 2.0.4 and Planner 2.0.4) will provide an immediate reply18 

on the possibility of meeting the demand as stated in the SOL for the requested Shipping 
Date. 
The orderentry can happen both through a thin-client and a thick-client. Thin-client is a 
concept where you can have access to the ERP system with a minimal installation of the 
software on the machine of the user. The bulk of the ERP software is installed on a 'server'
machine. A thick-client is a user that has the total software installed on its machine. The thin
client can, however, have the same access and authorization as a thick-client user. Access by 
the thin-client to the ERP application is gained by logging through a server onto a machine 
that has all the software installed. 
When a sales person, that is entering a salesorder line directly into the backend ERP system, 
wants to make sure it can provide the customer with the goods. Then the sales person may 
want to perform an ATP I CTP check (to see what is in the inventory now and what will be in 
the inventory in the future ). If the re sult of the A TP check is that the demand cannot be met 
then subsequently a CTP check can also be performed (to see ifthe demand can be produced 
in time). The user can do both checks by accessing OP directly. But there is also an automated 
check possible within Baan ERP; an online order is acceptable when there is no pop-up frame 
from ATP handling after the sales person entered the ordered quantity. lt canthen be accepted 
and saved. Once there is a pop-up frame, you can do the additional ATP and CTP check for a 
next best date (NBD). 

17 This shows the validity period of a certain constraint. 
18 EDI is only used for front office communication. Between ERP and OP there is only Baan 
communication software. 
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5.4.3 Batch order 
Batch orders are the collection of sales order lines (SOLs) that are entered into the ERP 
system. The ERP system can, for example, receive the batch orders from (authorized) 
customers via EDI mlectronic Data !nterchange). The most characteristic difference between 
online orders and batch orders in the order fulfillment process is that online orders are first 
accepted and then saved. While the batch orders are saved first saved and then sent to OP to 
for processing. 
Characteristic with batch orders is that the SOLs will not get an immediate reply from the 
system. The system will respond to all SOLs at once. The Order Acceptance Engine (OAE) 
within OP will sort the batch of order lines based on priority rules predefined by the user 
(company ofthe sales person) of OP. An example of a priority rule can be: 'When Customer 
X orders more than 100,000 units of Item Y then the order line will be accepted with (higher) 
priority SOLs from Customer Z'. After introducing a hierarchy into the list of SOLs, OP can 
make decisions on the acceptance ofthe different SOLs. OP will do this one SOL after 
another, basing itself on a set of pre-set acceptance rul es (part of the Order Acceptance 
Engine ). The whole batch will be sent back to ERP after adding a status to each order line as 
being: 'accepted', 'not accepted' or 'manual'. A 'manual' status means that the person 
overseeing the production planning has to make a decision on the order line. These are the 
SOLs that could not be accepted automatically. Manual set Sales Order Lines (SOLs), once 
they are accepted, will be adapted into the Planning with the next run with Planner (usually 
after the next night). 
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6. Important processes 

6.1 Introduetion 
There are two major processes that are very important to the ATC. One is the ' sales entry and 
acceptance' process [1 0] and the second one is the 'defining cost' process. ATC of course will 
be part ofthe new 'sales orderentry and acceptance ' process. Therefore it is important to 
know where and how ATC will fit into the existing process (see also next chapter). The 
costing process [ 11] is important because using this process A TC will have access to data on 
costs, which is in turn essential for its optimization process. 

6.2 Process of OrderEntry and Acceptance 

6.2.1 Preset general data (Master Data) 
It is important to remember that preceding the process of entering a sales order or a sales 
order line some Master Data must be defined. Without these Master Data a large amount of 
data has to beenteredover and over again every time when a user wantstoenter a sales order. 
By using the Master Data the process of sales order entry is accelerated and made less 
sensitive to human errors. TheMaster Data range from defining salesoffices (an entity within 
Baan ERP used for retrieving defaults on for example applicable warehouses and order series) 
to the types of items that the user is selling (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Defining Master Data 
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Sales offices are defined in order to depiet departments within the business model of the 
company ofthe user e.g. a manufacturer-supplier. And can be used as selection criteria for 
printing reports (i.e. performance reporting) and building statistics. Default warehouses and 
sales representatives can also be assigned tothese sales offices. In Baan ERP a salesoffice is 
needed to allow any transaction with customers. The number of sales offices that can be set 
up for one company is up to the needs ofthe user. User profilescan only be defined after the 
salesoffices are set up. User profiles are used to accelerate the sales process. User profiles 
will accelerates the orderentry process by limiting the shown data that are relevant for the 
profil es. And it helps to control the access of persons to the system. 

Order types & sales items 
Order Types are used to assigneertaio activities within the sales process to different types of 
online and batch orders. Return orders for example must be treated differently than sales 
orders. Whereby ' Sales Items' are defined in order to link warehouses, ' sales unit' , ' sales 
price' and other item-unique data to the product that can be sold. 
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6.2.2 Preset data onsales orders (Parameters) 
Parameters have to be defined previous to sales order entry as wel!. These parameters 
determine how sales orders will be used and processed. When and how to implement these 
parameters actions can be predefined for sales orders or sales order lines. Due to these 
parameters some sales orders or sales order may be blocked when the business partner (Baan 
terminology for the customer who is paying for the sold items), for example, has reached its 
credit limit. Or Sales Orders may be deleted when there aren't any Item (making the order 
invalid) attached to the sales orders. More importantly the parameters are used to define how 
inventory shortage is defined. Shortage can exist at the moment of orderentry or on the 
planned Shipping Date ofthe sales order. 

6.2.3 Entering a Sales Order 
There is a difference in Sales Orders (SOs) and Sales Order Lines (SOLs). ASO can contain 
one or more SOLs. And each single SOL can only be related to one product type (Item). In 
Baan ERP SOLs cannot be created before SOs. And the reason for creating SOs is that 
repeating data, that is not specific for only one SOL, does nothave to be re-entered for every 
relevant SOL. For example when a Business partner orders 3 product types the sales clerk 
only has to create one SO to which the sales clerk can then link 3 SOLs. A SO can only be 
created intheSales Order session ofthe Sales Order Management package of Baan ERP (see 
Figure -1 ). 
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Figure 4: Session for Sales Order (SO) Entry 
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Data that are common to several SOLs can be linked to a SO and only neects to be entered 
once in the so-called header ofthe SO. Under the different tabs the sales clerk can define (see 
Figure -1): 

Business Partner 
This is the business partner to which the ordered items are shipped. This usually represents a 
customer's distribution center or warehouse. 

Address 
Address information includes postal address, telephone numbers, fax, telex, e-mail, and 
Internet address. This is the address to which the ordered items will be shipped. 
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Sales Office 
A department identified within the company to manage the sales relations with the business 
partner. 

Sales representative 
This SO and SOLs can be linked to a sales clerk who is responsible for this SO/SOLs. 

Sales Order Type 
The order type determines which activities are parts of the order procedure and in which 
sequence this procedure is executed. 

Planned Delivery Date 
The planned Delivery Date is the Baan ERP terminology for the date on which the items leave 
the warehouse. This date is the default for the entire order. Individual items can be set to have 
different delivery dates in the salesorder lines. The planned Delivery Date cannot occur 
before the order date. In this report this date is consistently called Shipping Date to avoid 
confusion. 

Planned Receipt Date 
The date the customer will receive the goods. This date must beonor after the planned 
Delivery Date (see above). This is again a Baan ERP terminology. In this report this date is 
called the Delivery Date. 
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Figure 5: Session for Sales Order Line (SOL) Entry 

6.2.4 Entering and Accepting Sales Order Lines 
After creating the SO items have to be specified in the individual SOLs. The important data 
for a SOL are (see Figure 5): 

Item 
This is the item to be ordered. 
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Planned Delivery Date ( called Shipping Date in this report) 
The planned Delivery Date fora SOL is the date on which the item mentioned in the SOL is 
shipped from the warehouse. This date is the default for the entire ordered quantity of the 
SOL. The planned Delivery Date cannot occur before the order date. 

Ordered Quantity 
In this field the sales clerk can enter the quantity that the customer is purchasing. 

Amount 
The value is automatically brought into the 'Amount' -field after the order quantity is entered. 
Order line amount is expressed in the home currency. lt is calculated by the following 
formula: 
Amount = (Quantity x Price)- (Quantity x Price x Discount/100) 

An important feature is that when Baan ERP is integrated with OP an A TP handling frame 
will pop up if a quantity is entered in the 'Ordered Quantity' field that exceeds the planned or 
actual inventory of that ordered item for the Shipping Date. This pop up frame will show the 
sales clerk what options he has for solving this problem (see -1.5 Avwlahle To Promise 
(AJ'P)and -1.6 Capable To Promise (ClF)). After all has been checked a SOL can be accepted. 
This is done by saving the SOL. ERP will synchronize this datawithOP and Planner so that 
all neerled resources like inventory or extra production capacity are consumed (see 
5.3 Ua/a tlows in the integmted environment Haan hRP OP Planner). 

6.3 Entering and Accepting a Batch Order 
Baan ERP receives batch orders from the customers directly. These orders are then senttoOP 
for further processing, which usually takes place during the nights because ofthe necessary 
processing time. Because ofthe vast numbers of SOLs that are involved, the processof 
accepting the SOLs is automated. For this OP is equipped with an 'Order Acceptance 
Engine'. This engine will process each SOL ofwhich the batch consists according to 
predefined rul es. The sales clerk can de fine these rul es in the session of' Acceptance Rul es 
Procedures' (see fiigure 20) within OP. Through these rules the different SOLs are prioritized 
and processed sequentially. Basedon the rules SOLs will receive the status of 'accepted', 'not 
accepted' or 'manual'. The 'accepted' orders are saved automatically. 
The sales clerk can manually process the SOLs, which had received the status of 'manual'. To 
do so he can access the ATP/CTP session of OP (see Figure 2 !). Here he can explore other 
possibilities to accept the SOLs ( changing Delivery Date or ordered quantity after consulting 
with the customer are amongst the possibilities ). Once accepted, the sales clerk will change 
the status ofthe SOL by saving it. 

6.4 Process of defining costs 

6.4.1 Calculating cost prices for products 
F or calculating the co st price of items, Baan ERP provides the user with 3 methods [ 11], 
which can be selected in the session 'Calculate Costand Valuation Prices': 

• Top-Down 
With this metbod the cost price ofthe selected item is calculated by also calculating 
the cost prices of each of its components. 

• Bottorn-Up 
This metbod is used when the cost price of a component is changed. It will re
calculate and the cost prices of items that is produced using that component. 

• Single level 
This metbod is used for calculating the cost price of a selected item. F or this 
calculation costs prices of its components are assumed to be unchanged and will 
therefore not be re-calculated. 
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6.4.2 Defining Surcharges for items 
All surcharges can be specifled on a company level, item group level and on an item level. 
They can be defined as a fixed amount per item unit or as a percentage of the (partial) co st 
price. This all can be done in the session for surcharges within Baan ERP. 

Surcharges can be distinguished into three groups: 
• Item surcharges 

Item surcharges are applied to cover the indirect casts of purchasing, production, 
sales, or service. 

• Warehouse surcharges 
These are surcharges that can be used in Baan ERP to cover the indirect casts 
(Handling, Stock keeping, Transportation). Special feature of this group of surcharges 
is that the surcharge can be defined by item (group) by warehouse. 

• General warehouse surcharges 
These are surcharges that care warehouse specific and are used within Baan ERP to 
cover fixed casts of a specific warehouse. 

6.4.3 Valnation Pricing 
Valuation prices express the inventory value by item and warehouse. This price is calculated 
and updated when goods are received at the warehouse. The calculation is basedon the 
receipt price, receipt surcharges and (if applicable) the current valuation price. The way in 
which the valuation prices are calculated may differ per warehouse (see session 'Calculate 
Castand Valuation Prices'). Baan ERP provides 5 basic methods for this calculation (for 
more details see [ 11]): 

• FTP (Fixed Transfer Price) 
• LIFO (Last In First Out) 
• FIFO (First In First Out) 
• MAUC (Moving Average Unit Casts) 
• Lot Pricing 

6.5 Conclusions on costs 

6.5.1 Process of sa les order en try and acceptance 
ATC is for enhancing the existing order entry and acceptance process. It will be therefore an
event-triggered application. The trigger hereby is of course the salesorder being entered. 
Because ofthis and because in the existing configuration allsalesorders are sent toOP, ATC 
must be placed in the data flow between ERP and OP (see Figure 2). ATC canthen do pre
calculations and add data on delivery dates and total casts into the SOLs. An important issue 
is that the existing order en try has to be changed since the calculation of the Shipping Date 
must be done by ATC. This is because A TC will have the accurate data on the transportation 
times. The sales clerk (or other) that enters the salesorders will therefore havetoenter the 
requested Delivery Date (instead ofthe Shipping Date like in the current process ). And the 
sales clerk must wait for the reply of A TC befare accepting online sales order lines. 

6.5.2 Processof defining costs (and surcharges) 
There are the functionalities of defining casts and surcharges that are very interesting for the 
ATC. Basedon the data on casts ATC can minimize the total casts on the sourcing and 
delivery of a sales order line. By defining the casts for producing an Item it can differentiate 
between the different production methods for the same item. In the same way A TC can also 
use this cast ( or better; the extra casts) for differentiating between different routing used in 
different production procedures that are stared in ERP for the sameItem (see also -1.2 Baan 
hRP). 
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U sing the surcharges definition A TC can distinguish between the different warehouses by 
taking the different warehouse-specific overhead (fixed) costs into account. And ATC can 
also reekon with the different costs for the same processes in different warehouse (e.g. due to 
labor costs) 
Furthermore transportation costs can also be defined by using the surcharges. Using this entry 
possibility the different costs for different transport modes can be de fin ed. The A TC- user 
can, for example, define surcharges for using truck transport of carrier A to a destination X. 
These surcharges can also be used for defining some extra costs that can be specific for 
certain situations like rush-orders and so on. 
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7. A TC Bas i es 

7.1 Introduetion 
The ATC (Available To Customer) application will counteract the inaccurate estimate of 
transport times, the tendency ofhaving an unnecessary high safety stock (at the customer 
si de), the inefficient use of transport modes and the inefficient methods of choosing the 
sourcing warehouses. An important feature of ATC is that it is not just trying to find the 
cheapest way to make a delivery on a certain date but that it will suggest the ATC-user, which 
date to promise. lt will be a date that will yield the lowest costs. 

7.2 Background ATC 
ATC operates on a pre-defined (customer-specific) time-Interval surrounding the requested 
Delivery Date (in this report it will be called the Delivery Date Interval). ATC will suggest 
options for delivering within this Delivery Date Interval. The option or solution that will be 
presented to the user consists of the choice of sourcing warehouse and the choice of transport 
mode for the actual transportation together with the total costs for a certain Delivery Date. 
It will calculate the total costs basedon transportation costs, costs for maintaining (and 
getting) the items in a certain warehouse and the cost for not delivering on time (see Chapter 
9. Cos/ calculation). Assumptions are that transportation capacity is infinite and that all costs 
are well defined, preset (e.g. costs per km fora certain carrier) and up-to-date. The ATC 
process starts with the en try of a Sales Order Line. This process ends with the acceptance or 
rejection of a sales order. Invoicing and the actual consumption of the inventory will happen 
in the traditional manner. ATC does not interfere with these processes. It may however 
initiate them. 

7.3 ldea bebind optimization 
The starting point is an Interval surrounding the Requested Delivery Date (RDD; see Figure 
{i ). This is called the Delivery Date Interval in the rest of this report. 
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Figure 6: Relation between Shipping Interval and Delivery Date Interval 
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This Delivery Date Interval has to be transformed into a Shipping Date Interval. This 
transformation ensures that whatever is shipped from a warehouse 'A' to a delivery address 
'B' using a transport mode 'X' can arrive within the Delivery Date Interval. The warehouse, 
the delivery address and the transport mode are important for the transformation. The 
transformation from Delivery Date Interval to the Shipping Date Interval is namely basedon 
the transport time from the location ofthe warehouse to the delivery address. And this 
transport time is in turn based on the transport mode that is used and the departing location. 
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Out of ease these transportation times are assumed known and fixed for routes starting from a 
known warehousetoa known delivery address19 [6]. 
The Delivery Date Interval bas a latest Delivery Date and an earliest delivery date. A 
Shipping Date Interval also has an earliest and latest date. The relation between these two 
Intervals is that when starting from the earliest Shipping Date using the slowest transport 
mode the Delivery Date must be the earliest delivery date. On the other hand, when the 
transportation starts on the latest Shipping Date using the fastest transport mode, the Delivery 
Date must bethelatest Delivery Date. 
Any Shipping Date within the Shipping Date Interval represents a possible Shipping Date that 
can result in a delivery within the Delivery Date Interval. All Shipping Dates outside this 
Shipping Date Interval can never result in a delivery within the Delivery Date Interval. Each 
warehouse, each with a different geological position, has a unique Shipping Date Interval. 
Whereas a Delivery Date Interval is unique for a customer in combination with its ordered 
item (different Delivery Date Toleranee can be defined for different Item by the same 
customer). When ATC minimizes the costs for meeting a demand, ATC is actually looking 
for the cheapest combination of warehouse and transport mode such that the transportation 
starts in the Shipping Date Interval and ends within the Delivery Date Interval (see Figure 9). 

7.4 Levels of ATC 
Distinctions can bemadein the complexity, with which ATC can be implemented. The first 
two levels are not web-enabled and differentiate from each other by the possibility of 
requesting extra production. In alllevels alternative dates cao be provided (fora Delivery 
Date requested by the customer/purchaser). The total costs are linked to the different possible 
Delivery Dates enabling the Baan ATC-user to make an informed decision before promising 
and committing itself to a Delivery Date for its customer. The different levels are: 

1. First level: No extra production will be ordered. The ATC module will only keep 
track ofthe deliveries and provide the ATC-user with possible delivery datesfora 
eertaio order. ATC will base its data on the available stocks and the planned stock (in 
turnbasedon planned production and reserved stock). This level is mainly basedon a 
presence of OP together with Baan ERP (the presence of Planner bere is only needed 
for providing the ATP quantity (see -4-.5 Avmlahle ló flrom1se (AlF)). 

2. Second level: In case a Delivery Date is not possible the ATC module will also check 
if the order quantity can be met by requesting extra production. At this level the 
presence ofPlanner is required for both ATP and CTP checks since calculations are 
for extra productions arebasedon CTP checks (see -f.. 0 Cupohle Jo Promise (CTPJ). 
Planner is actively participating in the process. 

3. Third level: ATC module will include web-enabled functionalities like keeping the 
prices up-to- date and looking for new potential carriers so that the cost will stay on 
the cutting edge. At this level collaboration features may be included like making a 
logistical planning with both supplier ofthe ATC-user and its customers. 

7.5 Modes of operation of ATC 
Because of different handling of the online and the batch orders ATC can operate in two 
different modes: 

1. Online mode for online orders: There is only one Sales Order Line (SOL) enteredat a 
time. The order is called 'online' since the system (consisting of Baan ERP 5.0c, OP 
2.0.4 and Planner 2.0.4) will provide an immediate reply on the possibility of meeting 
the demand in the ordered quantity and on the Delivery Date as stated in the SOL. To 
process this type of orders A TC must be in the online mode. 

2. Batch mode for batch orders: A batch of SOLs can be gathered using time buckets 
during which SOLs are gathered. Or it can be simply received as such from 
clients/purchasers. In either way there will be no immediate response on meeting the 

19 Estimates have to be used for unknown delivery addresses. 
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SOLs. To process a batch of SOLs, ATC must be in the batch mode. The advantage is 
of course is that a number of SOLscan be processed automatically. 

7.6 StatusforSales Order Lines 

I OAE cannot accept automatically 

I OAE accepts I SalesCierk negotiates on late delivery 

I SalesCierk accepts part of order 

I SalesCierk accepts after 'OK' from customer 

Figure 7: State chart fora SOL 

When being processing, a SOL can have up to 5 statuses (see above): 
1. No status (only for online mode) 

Sales order lines that are freshly entered into ERP do nothave a status yet. And a 
Sales Order Line that is received by ATC and ERP in the online mode will only get a 
statusafterit has been saved into ERP. And since an online SOL will not be saved 
until it has been accepted online, a SOL wil! have no status until its acceptance. This 
is different from the batch mode. When ERP is in the batch mode then the SOLs will 
get a virtual status ('Not Accepted'), because the SOLs will be saved for further 
processing. This status will have not further meaning or use. 

2. Manual status 
Wh en A TC is in batch mode, then the SOLs will get the manual status only after the 
'Order Acceptance Engine' has processed it. The Order Acceptance Engine 
apparently could notaccept the particular SOL automatically (see -1.-1 Baan Order 
Promismg (OP)). The responsible sales or planning clerk will process the manual 
SOL as ifthe SOL were entered in the online mode of ATC and ERP. 
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3. Manuallate status 
When ATC is in the batch mode, then a SOL will get the 'manuallate' status when it 
is evident that the Requested Delivery Date cannot be met (see Figure 9). This means 
that the Delivery Date cannot be met within the Delivery Date Interval based on the 
preset Delivery Date Toleranee (see 7. 8 .Vec.:essarv preset data {or A TC). In the 
batch mode the specific SOL will be offered to the ATC again for manual processing. 
The SOL that is entered in the online mode will not get this status but will be treated 
as such when the same situation arises. For the SOLs with this status there will be a 
calculation made for the fastest Delivery Date and the next best optional date (which 
is not the fastest). This will be elaborated on later (see 8. 3.1J Hut eh rare and H.2.l 0 
Onl111e !~ale). 

4. Accepted status (for both batch and online mode) 
When a SOL is accepted either automatically (in batch by the Order Acceptance 
Engine of OP) or manually (by the ATC-user), the SOL will get the accepted status. 
In the online mode it means that the SOL is al ready saved!! A SOL that has the 
accepted status can have a changed Delivery Date than the original requested one 
requested by the customer. SOLs that was treated as a manuallate status will have a 
Delivery Date that is outside the initial Delivery Date Interval (the delivery will be 
later than the initiallatest allowable delivery date). 

5. Rejected status (batch mode) 
When a SOL gets the rejected status then this SOL cannot be accepted automatically 
when the ATC is batch mode. lt is possible that the Order Acceptance Engine (see -l . ..f 
Baan Order Promising (()PJ) has set the status to 'rejected' without setting its status 
to manual firse0

. This can betheresult ofthe setting ofthe filter (acceptance rules) 
within the Order Acceptance Engine. When the ATC is in the online mode and the 
SOL has been rejected then the delivery dates that ATC has yielded, has been rejected 
by the customer. In the online mode the SOL will not get the rejected status first. lt 
will just be deleted together will all the generated data based on the input of this SOL. 

7.7 Assumptions on initial data needed for ATC 
In order for ATC to function appropriately in the online and batch modes, it is assumed that: 

1. The master data (prices/warehouse data/customer dataluser information) are all 
entered (see also 6.2.1 Preset general data (lvfaster Uata)). 

2. The Customer is known to the supplier-manufacturer and hence to the SalesClerk 
(ATC-user) and the customer is authorized to requestfora sales order. Authorization 
can for example depend on the credit history ofthe customer. This is an existing 
feature ofERP. 

3. The transportation capacity is unlimited for each transport mode that is available at 
the warehouses. 

7.8 Necessary preset data for ATC 
Here follows the data that needs to be preset into the system (new configuration with A TC) in 
order for ATC to be able to function: 

1. Accuracy 
The accuracy ofthe committed Delivery Date depends when the Delivery Date is 
estimated by ATC. A customer requesting fora Delivery Date that is months later, 
does not require an accurate committing Delivery Date from user, which is accurate 
to the hour or minute. This is a performance issue of A TC. The more accurate the 
ATC calculates the delivery dates are possible the more time it needs for calculations. 
And furthermore changes in transport capacity, production capacity and costs factors 

20 In the current situation the status of 'rejected' is called officially 'Not Accepted'. 'Not Accepted' is 
given all SOLs in a batch on entering ERP. This status will notchange after being rejected by OAE. 
'Rejected' is used in this report to make clear that the SOLs haven been processed. 
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that occur before the Delivery Date and after the date of orderentry cannot betaken 
into account. 
lt depends on the A TC-user to set the accuracy for the calculations done by A TC. The 
accuracy can be made dependent on the planning horizon (e.g. When a customer is 
producing in a Lean Manufacturing environment very accurate and reliable delivery 
dates are needed for the first few weeks into the future. The SalesClerk of a 
manufacturer-supplier that is the ATC-user can set the accuracy to this planning 
horizon.). The user can, for example, set accuracy in hours when the Delivery Date is 
2 weeks after the order entry. And set a different accuracy for when the Delivery Date 
is between 2 and 4 weeks after order entry. The accuracy is specific fora customer
item combination! 

2. Choice for ATP/CTP check 
Not all A TC-user need both the CTP and the ATP checks, though one type of check 
is the minimum requirement for ATC. When Planner is not used for CTP checks by 
the customer then the user should set the calculations and checks on just ATP. This is 
the first level of ATC. In other cases checks and calculations can be set on a 
combination of ATP and or CTP (see 7.-l!~evels o[!IIC). 

3. Choice for preferred warehouses 
Both the A TC-user and its customers can pref er to use a fix set of warehouses for 
certain products or delivery addresses. 

4. Preferred transport mode 
Preferred transport mode can be linked to a customer or an item. A customer may 
request a certain transport mode because of the loading and unloading facilities of its 
receiving address. And some transport modes are not suitable for transporting certain 
items (e.g. train for glass, porcelain or any fragile products). 

5. Delivery Date toleranee 
The Delivery Date Toleranee is for determining the solution reach. Fora customer 
requested Delivery Date an Interval could be calculated basedon the Delivery Date 
tolerance. The Interval is limited by two dates. These are the earliest Delivery Date 
and the latest delivery date. Actding and deducting the Delivery Date Toleranee from 
the Delivery Date will yield these two dates. Any possible solution for a warehouse 
and a transport mode suggested by ATC must yield a Delivery Date that lies in this 
Interval. This Interval ( will also be called optimization Interval) is needed for 
obtaining the allowable Shipping Dates (Shipping Date Interval; see Figure 6). It 
must be mentioned that the Toleranee for an early delivery and the Toleranee fora 
late delivery does not have to be the same. This is for making ATC more flexible. The 
Shipping Dates are within an Intervallimited again by two dates. These are the 
earliest and latest Shipping Dates. Only Shipping Dates within this Interval can 
ensure delivery within the allowed Interval for the delivery dates (see Figure 9). 

6. Cost for item in each warehouse 
The main differentiator for an item is the cost for getting the item in the different 
warehouses and maintaining them in the stock. This input is crucial for the cost 
calculation done by ATC in cooperation with the mathematica! engine (see 65 
Conclusions on costs and ("hap/er 9. Cos/ calculation). 

7. Cost for transporting 
Each transport mode and applicable special services needed to transport the items are 
linked with a certain costs (see 6.5.2 Proces.\· o[defining cos/s (and surcharges)). 

8. Cost for penalty in casethereis a delay or too early delivery 
Especially in a Lean Manufacturing environment the accuracy for the delivery time is 
most important. It is standard procedure to have some incentive and penalty built into 
the supply contract to assure a more timely delivery . .These penalty costs have to be 
pre-entered into a database (see 6.5.2 Proces.\· o[defining costs (and surcharges)). 
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8. ATC concept 

8.1 Introduetion 
A TC is event-triggered and it is an enhancement of the current sales order en try process. In 
this chapter the concept of ATC will be described in a narrative manner. This concept is based 
mainly on the use cases defined earlier in the A TC-project (see AN,\'!:'X !. Use cases). And it 
will describe each process of ATC, step by step, starting from the order entry until the 
acceptance or rejection ofthe sales order. Fora better onderstanding ofthe concept activity 
diagrams are provided for. These can be found in 'ANNEX 5. ATC online' up to 'ANNEX 
13. Batch orders'. 
This chapter is divided into two sections. One section describes the processing procedures of 
an online SOL. The other section describes the Batch mode SOLs processing. Due tothefact 
that OP processes the SOLs in a sequential manner in the batch mode (see -1.-1 Haan Order 
Promtsmg (()l)J), ATC will have to do the same. It is not meaningful to optimize batch-wise 
in ATC when this is undone in OP. This has implications for the manner in which some 
online processing methods and logies and thus algorithms can be re-used for the batch order 
processing. This will also simplify the manner in which delivery times and costs can be 
minimized (see Chapler IJ. Cos/ ealeulation). There are some differences of course between 
the online processing of aSOLand the processing ofthe SOLs in batch mode. But, still, in 
the batch section (see 8.3 Rateh mode) there will be references made to the procedures 
previously described in the online section (see 8.2 Online mode). 

8.2 Online mode 

8.2.1 Entering SOL in ERP 
A sales clerk enters the SOL into the Baan ERP system via the Sales Order Management 
package. In order to do so he will choose to create a salesorder (header) and then a sales 
order line. The orderentry is the same as the main procedure that is currently in use (see 62.3 
~:·nlering a Sales Order). ATC will have no influence in terms ofthe procedures regarding 
entering and creating a SOL. The necessary data that the sales person needs to enter while 
receiving the SOL however, in order to avoid difficulties with the order processing are: 

1. Requested Item 
2. Quantity of the ordered item 
3. Delivery address forthesales order 
4. Delivery Date 

8.2.2 Preparation work by ATC 
The completed SOL is sent to the A TC module for forther processing. Here the SOL is 
transformed into Warehouse Order Lines (WOL). A WOL represents a possible solution for 
meeting the SOL using a warehouse and a transport mode that is available at that certain 
warehouse (see !·!gure IJ). Each warehouse has a number of transport modes available. But 
the availability doesnothave to be the same for all warehouses. For each SOLthere are as 
many WOLs possible as the number of preferred warehouses times the number of preferred 
transport modes21 available at the warehouses. 
A Warehouse Order Line (WOL) contains basically the same information as the SOL with the 
difference that the WOL has a transformed date. Instead ofhaving a Delivery Date like a 
SOL, a WOL has a Shipping Date. The Shipping Date in a WOL represents the date on which 
the ordered item in the ordered quantity has to be ready at that warehouse in order to be 
delivered to the delivery address on time or within the Delivery Date Interval (this is the 
Interval surrounding the requested Delivery Date including the Delivery Date; see Figure (; 
and Figure CJ). 

21 A truck of carrier 'A' is considered a different transport mode than a truck of carrier 'B'. 
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8.2.3 Determining the requested Shipping Dates for the WOLs 
A warehouse order line (WOL) has a Shipping Date that relates to the transport mode that is 
going to be used. ATC will do the date-transformation basedon the Delivery Date Toleranee 
and the transport time that is necessary for the specific transport mode to reach the delivery 
address starting from the specific warehouse (see I 1gure ó). The transport time used is 
specific for the warehouse-transport mode combination that can be chosen for a delivery 
address (and thus for the WOL). A requested Shipping Date is obtained by deducting this 
transport time and the Delivery Date Toleranee from the requested Delivery Date (that was 
provided in the SOL). Once ATC has all the WOLs it can start its communication with OP. A 
WOL will besenttoOP in a sequentia! manner. A WOL will only besenttoOP afterOP has 
sent the results, from a previous processed WOL, back to A TC. While OP is processing a 
WOL, OP is locked and will not receive another WOL! 

8.2.4 Processing by OP (feasibility check forShipping Dates) 
ATC will use the WOLs (Warehouse Order Lines) to see ifthe solution presented in each 
WOL is feasible. The question to be answered is ifthe combination of warehouse and 
transport mode willlead toa delivery within the Delivery Date Interval (see J~ 1gure Y). An 
ATP/CTP check by OP will provide the answer. Inherent to the functionality of OP, an 
ATP/CTP check will yield a resulting date for shipment. An alternative Shipping Date (Next 
Best Date; NBD) will be suggested by OP via the ATP/CTP check when (see 7.-1 üve!s o{ 
AH): 

• The requested Shipping Date (stated in the WOL) cannot be met with the planned or 
on hand inventory (a possible result ofthe ATP check) 

• The requested Shipping Date cannot be met by placing an extra production order for 
meeting the Shipping Date (a possible result ofthe CTP check). 

But it is not necessary to do a check for availability for every WOL. 

8.2.5 Selective ATP/CTP checks 
The number of checks that the ATC has to perform, using OP, theoretically equals the number 
of warehouse-transport mode combinations. This will however be unnecessary. Since each 
SOL concerns only one type of item, ATC only has to know when the earliest possible 
Shipping Date is for that item at each warehouse. And once this date is known for a 
warehouse then all dates after this earliest Shipping Date will be feasible for this item at that 
particular warehouse, making only one single ATP/CTP check per warehouse necessary. This 
is possible due tothefact that only one SOL will be processed at a time. Nocapacity or 
inventory consumption will take place while this SOL is being processed. 
And to obtain this earliest possible Shipping Date for an item at a eertaio warehouse, A TC 
will send the relevant WOL with a requested Shipping Date, basedon the delivery date, 
Toleranee and the slowest transport mode that is available from that particular warehouse, to 
OP (see Figure Q). Here the quantity, the ordered item and the requested Shipping Date are 
read. And basedon this, OP will perform an ATP/CTP check. But in order to avoid any 
reservations [9] for capacity or inventory, that will influence a next ATP/CTP check, OP has 
to be reset, in termsof capacity and inventory, between every ATP/CTP checkfora following 
warehouse! 

8.2.6 Filtering out impossible Shipping Dates of WOLs of the sa me warehouse 
The result ofthis feasibility check (see above) will be either a confirmation ofthe requested 
Shipping Date (fora specific item-warehouse combination) or a presentation of a next best 
date (the alternative but feasible Shipping Date). The latter date is provided for by the 
ATP/CTP check when the requested earliest Shipping Date (based on the slowest 
transportation time at the specific warehouse) cannot be met. In this latter case OP will insert 
the feasible Shipping Date (NBD) into the WOL. In any case the WOLs will be sent back to 
ATC. And after ATC has received each WOL with a feasible earliest Shipping Date, ATC can 
do a quick check on the other WOLs concerning the same warehouse. All requested Shipping 
Dates of WOLs concerning the samewarehouse with a requested Shipping Date that is earlier 
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(see hgure 8) than this earliest feasible Shipping Date will be changed into this feasible 
Shipping Date. Due to the definition ofNBD, the earliest feasible Shipping Dates are either in 
area B or C of hgure 8. A WOL can never get a Shipping Date from OP that is earlier that 
the calculated earliest Shipping Date (i.e. earliest date in the Shipping Date Interval) because 
OP will not generate one!! This checking and correcting processis repeated for each 
warehouse (remember: one ATP/CTP check per warehouse!). The result ofthis step is that all 
Shipping Date Intervals have a feasible earliest Shipping Date (according toOP). 

8.2.7 Assuring a timely delivery within allowed lateness 
Subsequently another check will be done on the Shipping Dates. The WOLs conceming a 
particular warehouse now have feasible earliest Shipping Dates. But a Shipping Date will 
only result in an on time delivery or a delivery within the Delivery Date Interval when the 
Shipping Date is within the Shipping Date Interval (see area B 1-igure 8 and see J<'igure 9). By 
definition the latest allowable Shipping Date of a Shipping Date Interval is fixed. Because 
shipments that happens after this date will bedelivered too late (see Flgure 6). 
Each warehouse has a unique Shipping Date Interval. This time window is based on the time 
Interval for delivery at the delivery address (Delivery Date Interval). WOLs with an earliest 
Shipping Date that is outside the Shipping Date Interval will not be taken into for further 
calculations. It means that the warehouse-transport mode combinations linked tothese WOLs 
can never be chosen as the optimal combination. The Mathematica! Engine will take this into 
account later on ( see 
l0.5 Warehouse and manher o(trwzsport modes). A Shipping Date that is not in the Shipping 
Date Interval is always later than the latest allowable Shipping Date (see area C Figure 8). 
This is due to the definition ofthe earliest Shipping Date and the feasibility check ofthe 
Shipping Dates. A Shipping Date after the feasibility check can only be in the calculated 
Shipping Date Interval (allowable Shipping Dates) or later in time. 

A 

OrderEntry 
Date 

B 

Shipping Date Interval 

t 
Calculated Earliest 
Shipping Date of 
Interval 

Figure 8: A NBD can never be located in area 'A' 

8.2.8 Mathematica) engine minimizes the costs 

c 

t 
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allowable Shipping 
Date of Interval 

Timeline (hrs) 

When all Shipping Dates in the WOLs ofthe SOL have been filtered on their feasibility 
(feasible ifnot earlier than the earliest Shipping Date ofthe ATP/CTP check) and on their fit 
in the Shipping Date Interval (fit ifnot later than the latest Shipping Date ofthe Shipping 
Date Interval), the mathematica! engine will start to participate. ATC will send the WOLs, 
which have Shipping Dates that are feasible and that are within the Shipping Date Interval, to 
the mathematica! engine. The mathematica! engine will then calculate what the cheapest 
combination of warehouse and transport mode is, for meeting the demand as stated in the 
original SOL (see Figure 9). This minimization ofthe total costs is done basedon the costs 
for having an item in a warehouse, the transportation costs and the penalty costs. The outcome 
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of the mathematica! engine is a sourcing warehouse and a transport mode together with the 
resulting Shipping Date, Delivery Date (that is within the delivery time frame) and the lowest 
total costs. 

Possible shipping date 

Shipping Date Interval 

Order Entrv Date 

/Possible delivery date 
/ 

Transportation time ! 
using transport mode 
k ! 

I 

Deliverv Date Interval 

Time line (hrs) 

Figure 9: Valid solutions are the warehouse-transport mode combinations 

8.2.9 Committing to or rejecting a delivery date 
When the ATC-user commits itselfto the Delivery Date then the user will know what it will 
costs him. The customer will only get this one date for reference. Ifthe customer disagrees 
with the Delivery Date then an alternative date can be calculated. The procedure is the same 
as when there is a new online SOL. The difference in the method is that the alternative date 
will be calculated with a user-determined Delivery Date Toleranee that can be different from 
the preset one. ATC will ask the user to for an alternative Delivery Date and possible 
alternative Delivery Date tolerance. A repeated ATP/CTP check is not necessary. The 
availability is already known to ATC for each warehouse22

. This process will ensure a quick 
response from A TC. This is only possible because only one SOL is processed at a time and 
there is no meanwhile consumption of production capacity and inventory. 
Each alternative ( delivery date) and the original option (optima! date) will be remembered and 
shown to the user. So after the cost optimization the user will receive the optima! Shipping 
Date, Delivery Date with the total costs and sourcing warehouse together with the transport 
mode. And when an alternative Delivery Date is entered the same data will be shown for the 
alternative date. In theory this can be repeated as many times as necessary. 
Ultimately the customer can accept one ofthe Delivery Dates or cancel the whole SOL. A 
SOL together with all its generated data will be deleted when the SOL is canceled and 
rejected. But ifa SOL is accepted then it will be saved and receive the ' accepted status '. The 
Delivery Date that is agreed on will be saved together with the Shipping Date and choice for 
sourcing warehouse and transport mode. The necessary inventory or production capacity will 
be consumed I reserved. Other options for delivery dates and related date (e.g. sourcing 
warehouse, transport mode, Shipping Date, changed Delivery Date Toleranee and the total 
costs) will all be deleted. 

8.2.10 Online Late 
If a SOL only generated WOLs with Shipping Dates that are all outside the calculated 
Shipping Date Interval, then the SOL will be treated as 'manuallate ' SOLs (see 7.6 Status [or 
Sales Order Unes ). The user will be notified that the SOL can never be delivered within the 

22 Once the Delivery Date Toleranee is changed repeated ATP/CTP checks are needed again 
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Delivery Date Interval. The SOL can never be metbasedon the requested Delivery Date in 
combination with the Delivery Date tolerance. A TC will suggest a fastest delivery date. This 
earliest Delivery Date is obtained by first adding the earliest possible Shipping Date with the 
fastest transportation time for each warehouse. Then selecting the earliest date from the 
resulting collection of delivery dates (the then also obtained warehouse-transport mode 
combination will be used later). 
This date is also the earliest Delivery Date in a new Delivery Date Interval. A new Delivery 
Date that is going to be used by A TC for minimizing the costs is calculated by adding the 
Delivery Date Toleranee to the earliest Delivery Date (see Figure I 0). A TC will use the 
mathematica! engine to calculate the costs needed to meet this earliest Delivery Date and the 
next alternative Delivery Datebasedon the lowest costs. The calculation ofthe lowest costs 
happens in the same manoer as with the normal procedure for an online sales order. The 
calculation for the costs for this fastest Delivery Date is basedon a Delivery Date Toleranee 
of 0 and a fixed choice of sourcing warehouse and transport mode. Here, too, there is a 
possibility to enter an alternative Delivery Date. 

l 
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Order Entrv Date 1 
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Figure 10: New Delivery Date Interval for late SOLs 

8.3 Batch mode 

8.3.1 Entering the orders in ERP 

--------- --· 
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This can be done manually or automatically. Some ERP systems will get the batch of SOLs 
directly from customers. lt may also occur that the ATC-user defines a time slot in which the 
SOLs are collected. This will mean that batches of SOLs will besend to the ATC at the end of 
every time Interval (based on the defined time slot). Over time it may be necessary to define a 
maximum number of SOLs to be sent to the A TC. This lastoption can be a solution for when 
the calculation time turns out to be too long for the ATC-user. In all cases ERP will save the 
SOLs and give them the ' not accepted' status before they are sent to ATC for further 
processmg. 

8.3.2 Transforming the SOLs to WOLs in A TC 
As in the online mode, A TC will generate WOLs based on the individual SOLs (see 8. 2. 3 
/Jetermining the requested Shipping Dates (àr the WOLs ). These WOLs are ofthe same 
formatand have the sametype of contents. The requested Shipping Dates are based on the 
transportation time ofthe slowest available TM (transport mode) forthese routes (from 
warehouse to delivery address) . The number ofWOLs that a single SOL can generate 
depends on the number of warehouses where the item is available and on the number of 
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transport modes that are available at the warehouses (see 8.2.2 PreparafTon work hv A re} So 
the number of WOLs that can be generated from specific SOL is not different then had the 
SOL been processed in the online mode. The user can limit the number of warehouses and 
transport modes that will be taken into consideration, by setting default warehouses for certain 
delivery addresses!! These are the so-called preferred warehouse and preferred transport 
modes (will be elaborated in Chapter 10. Simplifying the MIP). The main difference with the 
online mode is however the number of SOLs that have to be processed. 1t is therefore 
understandable that processing a batch of SOLs will take more time! 

8.3.3 Standard feasibility checks for SOLs 
Per SOL the WOLs will be sent one by one to OP. A WOL will not be sent until the last sent 
WOL bas returned. The WOLs will be processed in the same way as in the online mode (see 
8.2 . ../ Pmcessmg hy ()fJ (/èasihility check [or Shippmg /)ates)). This means that OP will 
perform an ATP/CTP check on the WOLs in a selective manner. The number of checks per 
SOL hereby equals the number of preferred warehouse for the customer-item combination. 
For each warehouse namely, OP only bas to check the feasibility ofthe Shipping Date ofthe 
WOL with the slowest transport mode. 

8.3.4 Extra reason for resetting OP aftereach WOL 
When a number of SOLs for the sameproduct or item (which is destined for the same 
delivery address) are received in the same batch, WOLs are created within the ATC module 
for all relevant warehouses. The result will be that one or more WOLs will be basedon the 
sameordered item and the samewarehouse (since all warehouses that are taken into account 
are relevant to the ordered item!). Ifthese WOLs (concerning sameitem and same 
warehouse) are senttoOP for obtaining feasible Shipping Dates or alternative Shipping Dates 
(also called Next Best Dates; NBD), these generated NBDs will be influenced by the 
sequence in which the WOLs are processed. The WOLs that are the first to be processed will 
'consume' the available production capacity and inventory so that OP will nottake these 
resources into account when OP is performing the ATP/CTP check for the following WOLs. 
This is nota problem with infinite resources. But in case of limited resources (i.e. ATP 
quantity or production capacity) the WOLs (concerning sameitem and same warehouse), 
which are processed after the resources are depleted, will get a laterand later alternative date. 
A date that is certainly later than when these WOLs have been processed before the resources 
were depleted. This in turn is a big problem for the ATC module! The ATC module will not 
be able to optimize properly when the NBDs are not reliable. The ATC must retain its 
possibility to probe ALL possible dates on which the products will be available. This is an 
extra problem for when ATC is in the batch mode. lt is a similar problem as when A TC is in 
the online mode. The solution bere is also to send one WOL to OP at a time. And when a 
WOL is sent back to the ATC with a NBD (or not), OP should reset itselfin termsof 
available resources before receiving the next WOL. By doing this the OP will generate a 
NBD, which is independent of other WOLs. 

8.3.5 Assuring a timely delivery and lowest costs per SOL 
Each time a WOL bas been checked on the feasibility of its Shipping Date, ATC will check if 
the Shipping Dates of the WOLs concerning the same warehouse are in the Shipping Date 
Interval (this is the time Interval in which the Shipping Dates must beinorder to assure a 
delivery within the Delivery Date Interval). And while this checking of ATC takes place, 
ATC will send the WOLs ofthe next SOLtoOPfora feasibility check ofthe Shipping Dates. 
WOLs basedon the same SOL will be sent to OP one by one. After all WOLs of a SOL have 
been checked ATC will send the WOLs with the Shipping Dates, which are feasible and 
within the calculated Shipping Date Interval, to the mathematica! engine for calculating the 
optimal delivery dates based on the lowest costs for this particular SOL. This is done per SOL 
(see 8.2.8 ;\l/athematical engine minimi::es the costs). The final result is that all SOLs ofthe 
batch will have an optimal Delivery Date and the corresponding Shipping Date. This is 
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presented together with the optima! choice for sourcing warehouse and transport mode. Of 
course the total optima! costs of meeting each SOL will also be known. 

8.3.6 OP performs a batch check with its Order Acceptance Engine 
These SOLs will be processed using the Order Acceptance Engine. It is in this engine where 
all the acceptance rules are defined (see -1.-1 Raan Order Fmmr.\111" (()!))). Basedon this the 
SOLscan be either accepted or rejected automatically. Or they can be given the manual 
status. The process in short consists of sequencing all SOLs based on priority and delivery or 
order entry date. Then each SOL will undergo the processing by the Order Acceptance Engine 
according to the acceptance rules. This processing is done based on the requested Shipping 
Dates in the SOLs. The result bere is that some SOLs are accepted and some SOLs are set in 
the manual or rejected status. The processing of SOLs by OP is done in the same way as it is 
done currently within OP. OP can only process SOLs sequentially! 

8.3.7 Accepting SOLs with the manual status 
According to the decisions proposed by the A TC module the SOLs with the manual status are 
accepted or not. This is up tothesales person and the customer. Batch orders are mostly from 
the same customer (so dealscan be made about delay if certain items have tobeon time at 
any costs!). The manual SOLscan undergo the further ATP and CTP checks for further 
processing. These SOLs will be processed totally in the same way as in the online SOLs. The 
difference in the batch mode is that the user has access to a popup frame in which he can 
choose fora different type of ATP/CTP check ( existing feature) that is the basis for the 
further processing using ATC. 

8.3.8 Committing to SOLs 
SOLs that are accepted automatically will be processed as in the current situation (see 63 
h'ntering and Aecepting a Rat eh Order). Production capacity and inventory are consumed and 
possible production is planned into the production planning by Baan Planner. The same will 
eventually also happen to SOLs that are accepted manually. The difference bere is that the 
user and customer can negotiate withalternative dates and costs. The user can put in an 
alternative Delivery Date together with a possible different delivery tolerance. ATC will 
calculate the optima! delivery date, optima! Shipping Date, the optima! sourcing warehouse 
and the optima! transport mode together with the total costs for meeting the demand in the 
SOL (see 8.2.9 Commitling to or rejecting a deliverv date). This manual handling ofthe SOL 
can continue until the SOL and its delivery dates are accepted or rejected. If rejected the SOL 
will be deleted together will all-relevant generated date (e.g. costs for meeting the SOL, 
WOLs for this SOL and the results ofthe ATP/CTP checks). All alternative options are 
displayed until the SOL is either accepted or rejected so that the user will have a good 
overview during the negotiations!! 

8.3.9 Batch Late 
Wh en A TC is processing the WOLs of each individual SOL of the batch there is the 
possibility that the SOL may have only WOLs with Shipping Dates that are not feasible are 
outside the Shipping Date Interval. These SOLs will receive a manuallate status. OP and its 
Order Acceptance Engine do not process these SOLs. These SOLs will have to be treated 
manually by the user. The user will know that whatever he does with this SOL it can never be 
delivered on time or within the Delivery Date Interval. So the user has to inform the customer 
and negotiate a new delivery date. This SOL has to be sent to ATC to be processed anew. 
ATC will treat this SOL as any online SOL (see 8.2 Online mode). 
When a SOL has a manual status the user will know that the requested Shipping Date could 
not be met. This may be caused because a previous SOL that was processed earlier in the 
sequence by the Order Acceptance Engine has consumed the needed production capacity and 
inventory. This however does not mean that this SOL cannot be met within the Delivery Date 
Interval. It can still be met when for example when an already accepted SOL is canceled 
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manually. A SOL can also get the manual status, for example, when the customer has reached 
its credit limits ( an already existing OP functionality ). This type of manual SOL can be 
accepted in retrospect once the credit has been restored. This is the main difference with a 
SOL with the manuallate status. A manuallate status is given to a SOL before this SOL is 
even processed by the Order Acceptance Engine. Meaning that even ifthis SOL was the only 
SOL in the system it still could not be met within the Delivery Date Interval. 
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9. Cost calculation 

9.1 Introduetion 
Choosing the optimal sourcing warehouse and the optimal transport mode by A TC is based on 
the minimum total costs ofhaving the Item at the warehouse and the transportation costs 
added with the penalty costs. This latter cost component is basedon the actual Delivery Date. 
An on-time delivery will yield zero penalty costs. Any late delivery or early delivery will 
result in extra costs. The main constraint on all the possible combinations of sourcing 
warehouse and transport mode that can be used for meeting the demand of a SOL is that there 
is a Shipping Date Interval and a Delivery Date Interval. Transportation has to start within the 
Shipping Date Interval. And the transportation has to end within the Delivery Date Interval. 
This chapter will start with the format ofthe objective cost function that has to be minimized. 
This function will be dissected into three smaller parts, which relates to the costs that are 
made before transport, during transportand upon the delivery. At the end ofthe chapter the 
total function will be given completely with all its smaller sub-formulas. The input and output 
will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 11. Input and Output of ATC 
In this chapter all variables are considered to be bigger or egualing the value of '0' and 
element of 9î, unless explicitly stated otherwise. The cost function in this chapter is related to 

one SOL and is thus related to one Item. 

9.2 Linear Programming or Mixed Integer Problem 
Even with the constraints there will still be many combinations of possible solutions. One 
possibility is to solve this problem on an enumerative manoer [6]. This means that the costs of 
all possible combination (of warehouse and transport more) have to be calculated one by one 
before one best combination can be chosen. The other possibility is to solve this problem of 
with the use ofLinear Programming [12]. To be more precise this, would be a Mixed Integer 
Problem (MIP), because some warehouse-transport modes combinations will be excluded. A 
generic MIP model for the ATC module would speed things up in terms of calculation speed 
for alllevels of A TC. 

9.3 Mathematical Engine 
A mathematical engine canthen solve this MIP. The software architecture bas to be such that 
the mathematical engine is provided withall the data that it needs to solve the problem (see 
!·i gure 12). The output ofthis mathematical engine is then sent back to the ATC module. 
The mathematical engine will perform calculations in a situation whereby the ATC user bas 
one or more warehouses. And whereby each warehouse has one or more transport mode 
available which is also preferred. An order will be soureed totally from one warehouse and 
there will be one transport mode involved for the transportation. The output ofthe 
mathematical engine will be one warehouse-transport mode (WH-TM) combination together 
with one 'total minimum cost' and the Delivery Date that can be met! 

9.4 Format of the ma in formula 
The objective function represents the total costs for sourcing the ordered Item in the ordered 
quantity from warehousej and using transport k fordelivering to the delivery address. The 
cost function that has to be minimized consists of two parts. One part relates to the amount of 
goods that bas been ordered and that has to be transported to the delivery address. The other 
part relates to the costs per unit of good that has to be transported [13], which is consistent 
with how costs can de defined in ERP. So the main objective function that bas to be 
minimized bas of the following format: 
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With: 
z 
M 

The maximum number of (preferred/available) transport mode. 
The manufacturing costs (in costs per unit). This is the basis cost 
of all units of a Item 
The maximum number of preferred warehouses. 

Total variabie cost fordelivering anItem in the ordered 

quantity from warehouse j with the use of available transport mode k 
to the customer delivery address (in cost per unit). 

The flow of one item type (in units) from warehousej using transport 

mode k to the deli ver address of the customer. 

But if the whole demand Q (in item units) fora eertaio type of item of one customer is 
soureed from one single warehouse then the flow (À/k) equals the demand. Then the real 
objective function should be: 

With: 
Q The amount of items to be shipped in number in unit of weight 

or volume. This equals the total demand as stated in one SOL. 

9.5 Constraints on the flow of goods 
Imagine that there are W warehouses and that each has an available inventory i. And suppose 
that all orders (expressed in SOLs) can be met with the total ofthe inventory that each 
warehouse has in stock. Th en the demand Q of one customer for one type of Item has to meet 
the following constraint [13]: 

w 
LY)j ~ Q (all inventory accumulated is more or equals the demand Q) 
j=l 

With: 

ATP/CTP quantit/3 for warehousej (in units). 

The maximum number of preferred warehouses. 
The demanded quantity ofthe item type (in units) 

Coefficient for coordinating the di vision of inventory available 

This means that the total inventory has to be able to meet the demand Q for the relevant 
ordered Item. The coefficient Y controls the way the inventories of the different warehouses 
are used tomeet demand Q. With a policy of sourcing the whole demand from only one single 
warehouse an additional constraint has to be met regarding the control variabie Y: 

23 ATP/CTP quantity is the available stock now and in the future basedon production planning, 
demand and extra production (extra production if necessary; depends on CTP check). 
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I yj = 1/\ ~yj = 0 V yj = 1) Vj} 
j=l 

In the following paragraphs ofthis chapter the objective cost function will be dissected into 
smaller components. These components can be fed with data that will be available in the 
A TC-module via Internetofvia local databases (see Chapler J !. Jn;mt cmd Ou1cu1 o{AlC) 

9.6 Elements of the cost function 
For minimizing the costs and to choose a sourcing warehouse, transport mode and a feasible 
Delivery Date, it is only important to look at the variabie costs since these are what will make 
a distinction possible [14]. The variabie costs are made before transport, during transportation 
and at the moment of delivery. It is variabie because the costs involved will be reviewed and 
can be changed periodically. 
Based on this a rough mathematica! representation can be formulated for the cost function. 
The ordered quantity (Q) and the manufacturing cost (M) are constant and they can be 
selected to remain outside the cost function. The total cost will be as follow24

: 

Q•{M+t~T1+ 
Q • { M + t. ~ ( WarehouseC ost + Logistica/Cost +ContraCt cos t)} = 

Q • { M + {t.t. ( WarehouseC ost) + t.t. (Logistica/Cost) + t.t. (ContractCost)}} 

The variabie cost function l';k (in cost per unit of item) consists out ofthree parts: 
• WarehouseCost 

This represents the economie value of the stocks and may vary over time and even 
include the transfer costs from one warehouse to another. In the case of ATC this cost 
is fixed and constant per unit item but may vary over time. But this costs is dependent 
on the specific warehouse. For the ATC module it is notimportant how the 
WarehouseCost per warehouse is built up. This can defined in Baan ERP for each 
warehouse individually. And it is this individual character that makes a distinction 
between warehouses possible. This cost and its components are in costs per unit. 

• LogisticalCost 
This represent the all the costs incurred by the transportation between the last 
warehouse and the delivery address ofthe customer. This costand its components 
(unless mentioned otherwise) arealso expressed in cost per unit. 

• ContractCost 
Here is the cost associated with the receipt by the customer. This cost is based on the 
individual contract with customer. Delivery may only happen under certain 
circumstances. Deliveries that are too late or too early will incur extra costs. This cost 
is per unit. 

In the following paragraphs the cost function l';k (in cost per unit) will be dissected! 

9.6.1 WarehouseCost (see also Figure 17 and Figure 18) 
The manufacturing cost is constant and independent from the individual warehouse. lt is, 
however, possible that this cost may differ because ofthe cost ofmanufacturing near the 

24 The formula here is per order and thus can consist of more than one type of product! 
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different warehouses are different. But this difference can be added to the costs of getting the 
more expensively produced item to the warehouse. So we can say that differentiation on costs 
before transportation is only possible with the costs invoked by getting the Item into the 
warehouse and maintaining it there. These costs can differ from warehouse to warehouse 
because of the following: 
• Each warehouse may have different fixed (overhead) costs. 
• The transportation costs from production location to the individual warehouse can be 

different. 
• Present inventory and inventory that will be present in the future in warehouse j can have 

a different economie value. 

WarehouseCast = Vi = (~,J + Pd,J + Pg,J + Ps,J + Pw,J )*Ai 

WarehouseCost is specific toa warehouse j. and is composed of a summation of all 
surcharges (see also 6.5 ('onclusions on costs) related to this item from production location to 
the warehouse from where the Item can be sourced. T o make a choice for one warehouse 
there is a Boolean variabie added: 

• A i: This is a '0, 1 '-variabie to model a discrete choice decision. Ai will equal to '1' if 

the warehouse j is used. Wh en another warehouse is used or chosen the value of Ai 
will be '0'. 

These surcharges depend on the activities you apply on the items. These could be [15]: 
• Transport surcharges (PtJ): 

Surcharges for transporting goods from an operational unies to the designated 
warehouse. This does not include the transportation from the last warehouse to the 
customer. 

• De-grouping surcharges (PdJ): 
Surcharges for separating shipments received with one transport mode. 

• Grouping surcharges (PgJ): 
Surcharges for combining goods which are received at different times and from 
different sourees with a different destination into appropriate transport units 

• Transshipment surcharges (PsJ): 
Surcharges for receiving and reshipping of complete cargo (may include unloading 
and toading activities ). 

• Warehousing surcharges (P WJ): 
Surcharges for e.g. storing, handling, and reconditioning. This includes transportation 
within an operational unit. 

It is important to collect as many details as possible on the value-added processes that are 
done on an Item before it is shipped out of a warehouse. The more details the more different 
surcharges and the better the differentiation basedon WarehouseCost already. 

9.6.2 LogisticalCost [16] 

LogisticalCost are all the costs involved with the transport from the last sourcing warehouse 
to the delivery address. These costs are dependent on three main factors: 

1. The distance over which the ordered Item ( ordered item) has to be transported 
2. The depreciation ofthe Item in transit (important for perishable goods, very valuable 

goods or for orders whereby a big quantity is involved) 
3. The special treatment that may be involved during the transport (will be elaborated 

later) 

25 Operational unit is e.g. a factmy, a grouping point or a store. 
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Iogisticalcost=(Fk +DJ *Ck +V*tJk *r+Sky *Eky)*BJk 

Whereby: 

Fk 

r 

sky 

BJk 

The fixed cost for using transport k. For example LTL may have 

a higher fixed cost than a FTL. This is the base cost (in cost per unit). 

Distance between warehousej and customer delivery address. 

Since each warehouse has a different distance from the delivery 
address, this is a very significant differentiator. 

Cost for using the transport mode k (co st per unit of di stance). 

The total economical value ofthe goods per item (see 
WarehouseCast) 

The total transport time in unit of time going to delivery 

address using transport mode k. This transport time is unique for a 
warehouse-transport mode combination (in time unit). 
The interest rate forshort term loans (in percentage in percentage per 
time unit). 

Surcharges for special treatment y (O:Sy:SV), like 'urgent' or 'fragile' 

delivery, based on transport mode k (O:Sk:SZ). For each transport 
mode there is V different special treatment possible (in cost per use). 

This will have value '1' if the special treatment y in combination 

with transport mode kis chosen. In all other events it will have value 
'0'. 
This is a '0, 1 '-variable to model a discrete choice decision. B1k will 

equal to '1' if the warehouse j is used in combination with transport 
mode k. When other warehouses or other transport modes are used or 
chosen the value of B1k will be '0' 

Transport modes that can be used are for example (not complete!; see also Figure 19) 
• Less-than-truckload (L TL) 
• Truckload (FTL) 
• Rail transport 
• Courier 
• Air transport 
• Sea transport 
• River transport 

A few examples that may be used for defining surcharges (see 6.5 Conclusions on cost.\) on 
special treatment: 

• Route to be taken 
A customer could desire special routes for a combined delivery for example to 
more than one delivery address. 

• Speed (urgency) 
When a delivery has to be made very quickly. There may be a surcharge for 
requesting a carrier to make over time. 

• The type of item to be shipped (level of service). Surcharges for special treatment 
can be calculated based on the: 

o Weight 
o Special care 
o Speciallength 
o Fragility 
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9.6.3 ContractCost [17] 

contractcast = E1 + L1 = E *te+ L * t1 

Whereby: 
E 

L 

The amount a customer would charge when the items are delivered 
too early (costs per unitand per time unit). 
The amount a customer would charge when the items are delivered 
too late (costs per unitand per time unit). 

The time that the shipment is too early (in time unit). 

The time that the shipment is too late (in time unit). 

The constraints for the ContractCosts are: 

With: 

te = (Treq - (HJ + tJk ))* XJk 1\ 

t1 = ((HJ + tJk )- Treq )* XJk 1\ 

x]k This is a '0,1 '-variable to model a discrete choice decision. X;k will 

equal to '1' if the warehouse j is used in combination with transport 
mode k. When other warehouses or other transport modes are used or 
chosen the value of X;k will be '0' 
Shipping-date from warehouse j 

Requested Delivery Date (requested by the customer) 

The total transport time in unit of time going to delivery address 

using transport mode k. This transport time is unique for a 
warehouse-transport mode combination. 

The ContractCost does not need to be a linear function as it is presented here. Instead of the 
constants E and L, quadratic or other type of functions can be used. 

9. 7 General constraints based on the Delivery Date Interval 
In order to keep the number ofpossible delivery dates limited there is a Delivery Date 
Interval. Only delivery dates that fall within this Interval are allowed. The Interval is marked 
by: 

Tearly = Treq - de 

~ate = Treq + dl 
Whereby26

: 

Earliest allowed delivery date 

Latest allowed delivery date 

Delivery Date Toleranee for earlier delivery. This is the maximum 

time that the delivery can be earlier than the requested Delivery Date 
(RDD) 

Delivery Date Toleranee for delayed delivery. This is the 

maximum time that the delivery can be later than the requested 
Delivery Date (RDD) 

The Delivery Date Toleranee for the earlier delivery and delayed delivery can be different. 
The unit in which the Delivery Date Toleranee can be expressed in is dependent on the 

26 All variables are in time units 
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accuracy with which the calculations have to be made (see 7 8 \i.écc:s.lun preset dato tor 
A re ). The constraint on the Delivery Date Interval can be expressed as follows: 

1\ ( E ~ 

Shipping Date from Warehousej. 1::; j::; W 1\ u 21 

The transport time using transport mode k from warehouse j to the 

delivery address. There are maximal z transport modes possible per 
warehouse. 0 ::; k ::; z 1\ z 2 0 

9.8 General constraints based on the Shipping Date time Interval 
Because delivery is only allowed in the Delivery Date Interval, the possible Shipping Dates 
are limited as well. Forsome warehouses some Shipping Dates are not allowed. The Interval 
withallowed Shipping Dates differs per warehousej is as follows: 

T -d -t . <H. <T +d -t . req e slawest .} - J - req I Jastest ,J 

Whereby: 

( slawest ,J = 

( fastest,j = 

The transport time of the slowest transport mode available at 

warehousej 

The transport time of the fastest transport mode available at 

warehousej 

This means that using the fastest transport mode that is available at a warehouse j, it must be 
able to get a transport at the delivery address within the Delivery Date Interval. On the other 
hand it must be able to start as early as possible with the slowest transport mode while still 
getting the transport at the delivery address within the delivery address within the Delivery 
Date Interval. 

9.9 The complete cost function 
As shown the cost function has the following format: 

{ { 
w z w z w z }} 

Q* M + ~~(WarehouseCost)+ ~~(LogisticalCost)+ ~~(ContractCost) 

Now it can be shown that the function in its detailed form is: 

w z 
~~f(p +Pd +P +P +P .)*A)+ ~~~ t,} ,} g,} S,J W,J ) 
j=i k=i 

w z 
Q* M + II((Fk +D1 *Ck +V*t1k *r+Sky *E~cy)*B1k)+ 

J=i k=i 

w z 
I I (Et + Lt = E * fe + L * fl) 
j=i k=i 
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Under the three main constraints: 

3. Treq -de - {slawest,f ::=; Hf ::=; Treq +dl - { fastest,j 
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10. Simplifying the MIP 

10.1 Introduetion 
The number of calculations cao be tremendoos when we take into consideration that a user 
has around 10 warehouses. In combination with 100 costomers and 10 available transport 
modes per warehouse whereby on average every customer wilt order 10 different Item daily. 
Then the objective function would already have 10 (warehouses) x 10 (transport modes) 
components. This has to be solved 100 (number of customers) x 10 (daily order frequency) 
times a day. And these estimates are already quite conservative. So the success of ATC wilt 
depend a lot on the speed with which the ATC module can perform its tasks. The faster the 
MIPs can be solved the better the performance ofthe A TC-module wilt be. There are some 
factors through which the number of possible answers can be red u eed. This will make the 
calculation faster and possibly simpler! 

10.2 Transport selection 
Not all transport modes are suitable for all Items. And some customers of the users may pref er 
some type of transport mode to another. Ordering the transport modes by preferenee can be 
done basedon a few criteria. The choice for criteria depends on the Item and on the individual 
customers: 

1. Speed of transporting 
When it is a rush order then the customer wilt of course choose for the fastest 
transport mode possible. 

2. Reach 
The reach of a transport mode has to be taken into account. It may be impossible or 
difficult to load the Item into the transport mode at the sourcing warehouse. And it 
may be possible that the transport mode cannot be unloaded at the location of 
delivery. Think ofthe reach ofriverboats for example. 

3. Suitability 
Some transport modes are not as much suited to transport certain types of items as 
some other modes of transport. For instance: crystals are preferably not transported 
over the rails if other options are open. 

4. Costs 
. Some customer may always want to prefer the cheapest transport mode ( costs per 
unit weight and per unit of di stance). 

Instead of sorting the user can also choose to discard certain modes of transportation for 
certain customers, area and Item. 

10.3 Warehouse selection 
The same idea can be used for assigning preferred warehouses. The ATC-user can assign 
warehouses based on the type or individual customer or Item. Here are some criteria for 
sorting: 

1. Customer delivery location 
If the practice is that most of the time, as re sult of calculation, certain warehouses are 
chosen for makinga delivery toa certain address of a certain customer then other 
warehouses can be left out of the equation in the future if no big changes are 
occurrmg. 

2. Type of item 
If certain types of items are not available at eertaio warehouses then these do not have 
to be included to the equation. This can be due to the fact that the production facility 
for this Item is much closer to other warehouses. It is also possible that the user had 
chosen not to store certain Items in unsafe or unfit warehouses. 
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10.4 Choosing the degree ofDelivery Date toleranee 
This has been introduced in the chapter 7. ATC Basics. If a Delivery Date Toleranee is taken 
into account, then the number of possible solutions for delivery dates will be limited by an 
Interval that will surround the actual requested Delivery Date (RDD). This Interval however 
does not need to be symmetrical. It is possible that the time of a delivery may exceed the 
Requested Delivery Date more than it may preeede the Requested Delivery Date. The ATC
user will set the Toleranee basedon the contract and agreements he has with the individual 
customer. The Delivery Date Toleranee will impose a constraint on the possible delivery dates 
(see 9. 7 General constraints basedon the Delivery Date Interval) 

possible shipping dates 

Delivery 
Toleranc 

Figure 11: Delivery Date Toleranee limiting the number of solutions 

10.5 Warehouse and number of transport modes 

Requested 
Delivery 

Delivery Date Interval 

1. It can safely be assumed that notall warehouses will have the same number of 
transport mode available. So there will be some fixed combinations of warehouse j 
and transport mode k. In terms offormulas: Somevalues for index} cannot be 
combined with eertaio values for k. 

Delivery 
Toleranc 

2. Some combinations will also notbetaken into account ifthe warehouse-transport 
mode combination will not result in a Delivery Date within the Delivery Date Interval 
fora SOL (see 8.2. 7 Assuring a timely deliverv within allowed lateness ). Furthermore 
warehouses with only invalid WOLs can never be chosen as sourcing warehouses. 
These warehousescan therefore be leftout ofthe calculations including all 
combination and choices linked to these warehouses. 
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11. Input and Output of ATC 

11.1 Introduetion 
The Mathematica! Engine is part of A TC. It will help ATC to solve the mathematica! fonnula 
that is introduced in the Chapter 9. Cost calculation. A TC is the only one that communicates 
with the Mathematica! Engine. It is therefore necessary that all the input that the 
Mathematica! Engine needs is stored in ATC itself in to order to facilitate an easy and swift 
communication. In this chapter it is described what is already possible and available in terms 
of the input. But more importantly this chapter will also point out the enhancements that are 
neededinorder to provide ATC with the neededinput and data (see paragraphs 11.2.2 
Availahrlitv and 1 1.3.2 Availahilitv). Forthermore the output of ATC will bedescribed at the 
end of this chapter. 

11.2 Preset data 

11.2.1 Needed Data 
There are some initial data that the ATC moduleneedsin ordertostart up (see also 7.8 
Necessun preset datatiJrAre '). These are data related to the customer and to the choices the 
ATC-user made concerning preferenee of resources, items ordered and or the Customer itself. 
The data the A TC module needs concerning a customer and ordered items will include the 
following: 

1. Customer identification 
The A TC has needs data like addresses, contracts ( for the penalty costs) etc. 

2. Demanded type of item. 
In the online mode the ATC will handle one order line at a time (basically it handles 
one type of item at a time). This information is needed by OP to perform the 
ATP/CTP check. 

3. Requested quantity ofthe type of item ordered. 
4. Requested delivery address. 
5. Requested (Customer) Delivery Date for the order line. 

The choices that the ATC-user has pre-entered are used by the A TC-module to limit the 
number of calculations (see Chapter I 0. Simplifi;ing the A11P): 

6. Preferred warehouses 
7. Available transport modes (per warehouse) 
8. Shipping Date-Transport mode combination ( warehouse-transport mode combination) 
9. Accuracy of calculation 

11.2.2 Availability 
Dataconcerninga salesorder line (1 to 5; see above) are already sent from ERP toOP in the 
existing situation. The units used are compatible with the units used within the A TC-module. 
The preferred warehouses can also be found within OP as part of the static data. The preferred 
warehousescan be defined fora eertaio type of item (an enhancement has to be made for 
assigning preferred warehouses to customers). This is all compatible with what ATC needs. It 
is only number 7, 8 and 9 that cannot be provided in with the existing functionalities. 

Possible Shipping Dates (number 8), which the ATC module will get from after an ATP/CTP 
check, can be pre-selected per warehouse j based on the constraint of the Shipping Date 
Interval (see 8.2.3 Determining the requested Shipping Dates [ar !he WOL1). Each ofthe 
warehouses will have a unique Shipping Date Interval that is based on the Delivery Date 
Interval and the geologicallocations of both the delivery address and the warehouse address 
(see also 1 1.3.2 Availabilitv). The power ofthis constraint becomes evident in the elimination 
ofthe number of calculations needed to solve the MIP. Certain Shipping Dates cannot be 
combined with eertaio transport modes at eertaio warehouses, because the user wants to 
deliver in the pre-defined Interval around the Customer Requested Delivery Date (see Figure 
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_2)!! This will also eliminate certain warehouse-transport mode combination, sincesome 
combination can never result in an on-time delivery. These impossible combinations will help 
the Mathematica! Engine to eliminate some possibilities. 
ATC will have to provide possibilities forentry and storage for the data on the availability of 
preferred transport modes at warehouses and the Accuracy (point 7 and 8), since this is not 
possible with the existing functionalities of Baan ERP, Baan OP and Baan Planner. The 
availability of transport modes at warehouses is important since this willlimit the number of 
warehouse transport mode combinations. The Accuracy will have a big impact on the 
calculation speed since this in fact defines the unit of time that the Mathematica! Engine will 
use to do its calculations. 

11.3 Data for MIP 

11.3.1 Needed Data 
These data are dependent on the initial data (see earlier). Distance, for example, can only be 
established once the delivery address is known. For the first two complexity levels of ATC 
these data need be stored in a database. In the highest complexity level these data will be 
obtained via Internet. To keep a good overview ofthe neededinput data, they are split up 
according to the MIP (three main costs components). An extra division is made for the 
constraints. Hence there are four clusters: 

I. The first cluster is related to the 'WarehouseCost' and consistsof all variabie cost to 
get an item to a certain warehouse and keep it stored in there before sent to a customer. 

11. The second cluster is related to the 'LogisticalCost' and hereby the following data are 
important: 
1. Distance between sourcing warehouse and the requested delivery address. 
2. The cost for transporting 
3. Economie value ofthe item that is being transported 
4. Transportation time from sourcing warehouse to delivery address 
5. Interest rate 
6. Extra cost for special services 
7. The decision to use special services for transportation 

111. Cluster three is related to the 'ContractCost' and consists of pre-defined arrangements 
concerning the penalties that are due for notmeeting the delivery date. 

IV. Cluster four contains data that is used in the constraint formulas: 
1. ATP quantity (see -1.-1 Haan Order Promising (OP)) 
2. Shipping Date 
3. Delivery Date Toleranee (see 7.8 Necesswy preset data [or ATC) 

11.3.2 Availability 
I. Cluster one: 

These variabie costs are not on hand in OP, PlannerorBaan ERP. But with the use of 
surcharges (functionality offered by Baan ERP; see 6 5 ( 'onclusions on eosts) these costs 
can be introduced. The user can do this using the 'item surcharges' session in the package 
'Manufacturing' (see -1.2 Haan I:RP). The data on the costs then has to be relayed to the 
A TC-module. The best way to relay is to add the surcharges in the Baan ERP database for 
surcharges and synchronize this database selectively with a database in ATC. 

11. Cluster two: 
1. The distance is available in the 'Common Data' package of Baan ERP. The distances 

are pre-entered and are listed per city or per zip code (see 1-'igure I 3, Figure I -1, 
Figure 15 and Figure 16). These data has to be relayed toa database within ATC 
using perioctic synchronization of the relevant databases as wel!. 

2. Transportation costs are available in Baan ERP but are only related to transportation 
between warehouses and are as yet only used in simulations. The cost transporting 
from the sourcing warehouse to the delivery address is not available! Since there is 
already a table for transportation costs available in Baan ERP, it may be an option to 
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add data here insteadof introducing a new table for the transportation costs (the base 
costs; see 9. 6. 2 !~ogisncu/( 'os!) from the sourcing warehouse to the delivery address. 
Here a link has to be made between Baan ERP and the A TC-module. These data can 
best be relayed to ATC through database synchronization. 

3. Economie value can be defined per Item using the possibility to define new surcharges 
(or valuation price; see 6.-f..3 Vuluution Pricing) as mentioned in cluster one earlier. 
These data has to be relayed to ATC through perioctic synchronization as well. 

4. Transportation time is not available in Baan ERP, Planner or OP. These transportation 
times are specific fora warehouse-transport mode combination. For determining the 
Shipping Date Interval it is also important to have data on the fastest and slowest 
transport modes per warehouse. With each contract with carriers some agreements 
should be made about transportation time. The agreed transportation time should be 
pre-entered in the ATC module. ATC-module has to keep track ofthe delivery time by 
keeping the time up-to-date. A TC should provide the possibilities of en try and the 
storage facilities (databases i 7

. 

5. Interestrateis available in Baan ERP under the package of 'Common Data'. This 
should be included in the transfer ofthe static data to ATC (i.e. perioctic 
synchronization). 

6. Costs for extra services are fixed and can be pre-entered. In the current situation these 
costs are not available. Since this data is only used by ATC. These costs can again be 
defined using surcharges within Baan ERP. After defining these costs can besenttoa 
database within ATC. 

7. The decision fortheuse of special servicescan be entered while entering the sales 
order. In the current situation this is not possible. A TC should provide the possibility 
ofentry. 

lil. Cluster three: 
The costs fordelivering too early and too late can be entered into the system via 
surcharges. These costs have to be relayed to A TC as well. 

IV. Cluster four: 
1. ATP quantity is available in OP. 

In order to obtain the A TP quantity A TC has to calculate the Shipping Dates for 
requesting ATP/CTP checks. A Shipping Date can be obtained indirectly by 
deducting the Delivery Date Toleranee and the transport time from the requested 
delivery date. The logies must be presentsin ATC to do these simple pre-calculations. 
The A TC module has to know that it has to make deductions before it can request for 
an ATP/CTP check. And it must know that the deduction is made per warehouse 
separately. 
Regarding toOP; this has to leam to receive a request for an ATP/CTP-check from 
the ATC module and to send dates to the A TC-module. 

2. The Delivery Date Toleranee is something that is not found in the old contiguration 
of Baan ERP, Baan OP and Baan Planner. A TC has to provide the possibility of en try 
and the necessary storage facility. This Toleranee has to be storedindifferent time 
units in accordance with the possible accuracy. If accuracy in hours is needed then the 
Toleranee should be ofthe same unit. But it may be that this Toleranee can differ per 
accuracy. For example when the accuracy is in days the Toleranee can be one day. 
But when the needed accuracy is in hours the Toleranee can be 2 hours! 

11.4 Output 
The output of ATC is clear. The following data are generated by ATC: 

1. The delivery date 
2. The Shipping Date 
3. The sourcing warehouse 

27 ATC in level 3 will have the most up-to-date data on transportation times 
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4. The transport mode to be used 
5. The total costs 

These data arebasedon the outcome ofthe Mathematica! engine. The outcome of solving the 
MIP needs transformation before it can be sent to the user. The total costs that the MIP yields 
are in costs per unit of Item. This has to be added with the base cost of the item and then 
multiplied by the quantity ordered. The choice of warehouse and transport mode will be 
shown as combination of indices. This combination has to be translated back into 
recognizable names. 

11.5 Additional 
1. There will be more inaccuracy when delivery dates has to be estimated for new 

customers. This is because their address information is not available in the system or their 
bistorical data on realized delivery dates. Over time the accuracy will improve. 
Arrangements have to be made to have a starting estimate for certain areas. In the third 
level of complexity for ATC this problem will be eliminated. 

2. Logistical costs are available in Baan ERP version 5.2a (Reger). In the package 'Freight 
Management' there is a possibility to calculate logistical costs. The algorithm is in the 
form of: 
total_log_ cos ts = A+ B *dis tan ce + C * weight + * D * additional _ rate 
Whereby: 
A 
B 
c 
D 

fixed amount (U$) 
fixed amount per unit distance (km) 
fixed amount per unit weight (kg) 
fixed amount per unit (pcs) 
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12. A TC in Practice 

12.1 Introduetion 
In this chapter an example is given on how online A TC will function in practice. There will , 
ho wever, be no example of the batch A TC. An example of how batch ATC will function has 
little added value since the batch ATC re-uses the basic logies from the online ATC. A 
thorough understanding of the online ATC is the key to understand the total A TC concept. 

12.2 Example of ATC online 

12.2.1 A scenario in volving A TC and an online order (second level) 
A purchaser of TUE contactsasales person of Volvo in Utrecht. The purebaser' s order has 
the following main characteristics: 

Table 2: Example of a SOL 

Item Quantity Delivery date Delivery Zip code City 
address 

Volvo V70 A WD 10 25-12-2002 Mygarage 3 AWD4ME Baanville 

12.2.2 Preset data 
The salesperson enters the Sales Order Line (SOL) and requests fora Delivery Date that he 
can promise. TUE is a known company, so the system ' knows ' what the Delivery Date 
Toleranee is, in which deliveries are allowed. This Toleranee surrounds the customer 
requested delivery date. Deliveries within this time Interval are considered to be acceptable. 
Volvo may have based the Toleranee on the service level that it wants to provide for its 
customers. 
Because TUE has requested delivery on a date that is two months later than the date of 
placing the order the accuracy needed is in days. And it turns out that one day is the delivery 
Toleranee for any delivery to TUE. This implies that deliveries can be 1 day earlier or 1 day 
later than the requested delivery date. Furthermore it is known to the system that there are 
three warehouses pre-definedas preferred warehouses fortheitem ' Volvo V70 ': Helsinki, 
Milan and Barneveld. Also known is the fact that each warehouse has 2 transport modes 
avai lable: truck and train. They are all from the samecarrier ' LBS International' . An 
exception to this rule is that ' ltalia Logistics ' provides for the truck-transport in Milan. Note 
that ATC wil/ recognize truck (by 'LES International') and truck (by 'Jtalia Logistics ') as two 
different transport modes. This is because ATC uses the definition of a transport-mode being 
a transport type in combination with the carrier that is providing the transport typel 

12.2.3 Feasibility check on Shipping Dates 
After the salesperson has entered all necessary data (item, quantity, Delivery Date and 
customer ID) Baan ERP sends the SOL to the A TC. And for each warehouse ATC will 
calculate the possible ' Shipping Date Interval' (see Table -1), in which the ordered item has to 
be ready for shipping. ATC does this basedon the Delivery Date Interval (see also Figure 6). 
So for each warehouse A TC will see what the possible Shipping Dates are that enables an on 
time delivery within the Delivery Date Interval. ATC will create WOLs that have possible 
Shipping Dates. For each warehouse ATC will request OP to do an ATP/CTP checkbasedon 
the transport time ofthe slowest transport mode (i.e. the train for all warehouses; see Table 3) 
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Table 3: Transportation times specitic fora warehouse-delivery address combination 

Destination MyGarage 3 in Baanville (transportation time in days) 
Warehouse Train Truck 
Helsinki 10 9 
Milan 11 8 
Barneveld 12 7 

These are the dates that are sent to OP 

/ for the ATP/CTP checks 
Table 4: Three Shipping Date Intervals 

Warehouse Earliest Shipping Date Latest Shipping Date 
Helsinki 14-12-2002 17-12-2002 
Milan 13-12-2002 18-12-2002 
Barneveld 12-12-2002 19-12-2002 

The result of the ATP/CTP check is that for Helsinki the earl i est Shipping Date is 1 day later 
than the requested earliest Shipping Date. The returned earliest Shipping Date for Barneveld 
is the same as the requested one. Both the feasible earliest Shipping Dates of Helsinki and 
Barneveld are still within the pre-calculated Shipping Date Interval of these two warehouses 
( compare Table -1 and Table 5). 

New and feasible earliest possible Shipping Dates 

Table 5: Requested earliest Shipping Date and the feasible Shipping Dates 

But the WOLs for Milan do not have any Shipping Dates that are within the Shipping Date 
Interval. The earliest feasible Shipping Date for Milan is outside the pre-calculated Shipping 
Date Interval (see also Figure 8). The Milan WOLs will notbesent to the Mathematica! 
Engine. 

12.2.4 Mathematical Engine optimizes 
WOLs with feasible Shipping Date Interval will be sent to the Mathematica! Engine. Within 
these Intervals the optimization wil! start based on the lowest total costs (Milan will not be 
taken into any of the calculations). The costs that are hereby important are the transportation 
costs, the costs for not delivering on time and the costs for having and having the V70 's in the 
warehouse. The latter costs can be different for each warehouse. This is due to handling costs, 
overhead costs and so on that can differ per warehouse. The result of the cost optimization 
that will be the total costs28 together with the transport mode to be used and the Delivery Date 

28 A list will typically start with the date that generates the lowest costs. And since the list will be sorted 
based on costs in an ascending manoer the list will stop with a date that enables on-time delivery and 
has the highest cost on the list. Other dates are not relevant because the dates are late and will generate 
more costs. 
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at the requested delivery address (see Table 6; if needed then the Shipping Date can also be 
shown). 

Table 6: Result of an online processing of ATC 

Item: V70, Quantity: 10, Requested Delivery Date: 25-12-2002, Delivery Address: A WD 
4ME 
Sourcing Warehouse Transport Mode Delivery Total costs (EUR) 

Date 

Milan Train 24-12-2002 500.000 

12.2.5 Salespersou accepts the SOL 
The salesperson of Volvo sees the solution and suggests the date to TUE. After choosing the 
Delivery Date the SOL can be accepted and canthen be saved for that date. All resources 
necessary for meeting the SOL-demand will then be reserved and consumed. 

12.2.6 Alternative ending for use case 1 
It is possible that the V70s cannot be ready within the calculated Shipping Date Interval, in 
any of the warehouses. Th is means that OP has generated NBDs for the three warehouses that 
are later than the latest possible Shipping Date for all warehouses (compare h1ble 8 and f'able 
:iJ ATC will generatea new and fastest Delivery Date (see 8.2./0 Online hlfe). This fastest 
date is also the earliest date in a new Delivery Date Interval (see Table 7). The date for 
Helsinki in Table 7 is one day earlier (because of the tolerance) than the ' new delivery date ' 
that ATC is suggesting. Since there is a new Delivery Date in this case, which is outside the 
original Delivery Date Interval, the SOL has the status 'Late ' . It is certain that this Delivery 
Date is outside the original customer requested Delivery Date because the original Shipping 
Date Intervals proved not to be feasible. 
A TC will calculate the total costs for the fastest delivery and will also give an alternative most 
optima! solution (i.e. 30-12-2002) over the new Delivery Date Interval (starts on 28-12-2002 
and ends on 30-12-2002). During negotiations any other Delivery Dates that TUE requests 
will be handled in the standard manner as an online SOL (no new ATP/CTP checks are 
needed when Item and quantity stays the same). But the results of these other dates will also 
be shown. Ultimately TUE can either accept one ofthe dates or cancel the order. In the latter 
case A TC will erase all generated data. 

Table 7: List of solutions for meeting a demand of a 'Late' SOL 

Sourcing Transport mode Delivery date Total costs Remarks 
warehouse (EUR) 
Helsinki Train 30-12-2002 510.000 Lowest costs 
Barneveld Truck 29-12-2002 521.000 Alternative 
Milan Train 31-12-2002 523.000 Alternative 
Helsinki Truck 28-12-2002 525.000 Fastest 

New and feasible earliest possible Shipping Dates 

Table 8: All NBDs are later than the latest allowable delivery date 
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.------------------------------

13. Conclusions and recommendations 

13.1 General 
In order to design an application (i.e. A TC) that will function in a technological environment 
consisting of Baan ERP 5.0c (Corelli), Baan OP and Baan Planner it was important to learn to 
understand the functionalities of this configuration. It was also necessary to know the main 
process ( sales en try and acceptance process) that A TC was going to enhance. 

The initia! designing process of the ATC concept through use cases was very time sa ving 
because this method ensured understanding of a wide variety of people. Requirements could 
therefore be recognized quickly. The validity of these requirements was safeguarded by the 
choices of the stakeholders. These were the person who participated in the primary 
discussions on designing the ATC concept and the testing (verification, validation) and fine
tuning of the concept. Product consultants and release managers who had extensive 
experience and functional and technica! knowledge were very valuable in recognizing the 
requirements and ensured the validity of the concept. The remarks and changes were verified 
after every meeting. Future difficulties in the actual programming were avoided by also 
including developers, functional architects and technica! architect into the discussions. 

13.2 What requirements does ATC fulfill? 

Goal of ATC 
ATC is designed to function in co-operation with Baan ERP 5.0c (Corelli), Baan OP, Baan 
Planner. A TC will tap into the existing sales en try process and is event-triggered; this means 
that only after a sales order is entered ATC will start to participate. The goal of A TC is to 
provide the user with the cost information for fulfilling a sales order. The Delivery Date does 
not necessarily have to be the same as the Delivery Date that is requested by the customer. 
The difference between the requested Delivery Date and the calculated Delivery Date will not 
exceed a Delivery Date tolerance. 

The implementation of A TC will cause little change in the existing functionalities of the 
existing configuration. 

Levels of A TC 
Th ere are three levels with which A TC can be implemented. The differentiator for the levels 
is the degree of technology used. 

1. In the first level no extra production will be requested in order to meet a de mand (as 
stated in a SOL). ATC will only use OP for ATP checks. Planner is not directly 
involved. 

2. In the second level ATC will requests for extra production via OP by making use of 
the CTP check. In this level Planner is directly involved. 

3. ATC in the third level means that A TC is web-based and is capable of extracting data 
from the Internet. ATC can then roam the Internet looking for the cheapest carriers. 

13.3 Metbod for generating optimal delivery dates together with lowest costs 

Calculation of A TC 
The calculation of ATC is basedon solving a MIP (Mixed Integer Problem). A mathematica! 
engine that is a part of the ATC-solution will perform this task. The costs minimization 
problem involves finding the transport mode that will start transporting within a warehouse 
specific Shipping Date Interval and will deliver within a customer-item specific Delivery Date 
Interval. 
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Solving MIP versus enumerative calculation 
Finding a solution for ATC on an enumerative manner is a very time consuming process. It 
will involve straightforward calculations whereas finding the solution by solving a MIP will 
be much faster. This is inherent to the methods used for solving MIPs. It is also much easier 
to take constraints into account when using the MIP-method. 

Minimizing the number of solution 
The calculation time can be shortened by: 

• By appointing preferred warehouses for ordered items and clients. The mathematica! 
engine canthen discard some combinations involving not preferred warehouses. 

• By appointing preferred transport modes for items and areas. The mathematica! 
engine canthen discard some combinations involving not preferred transport modes. 

• Doing pre-calculations (i.e. checks on Warehouse Order Lines): 
1. Warehouses with only invalid29 Warehouse Order Lines (WOL30

) can be 
discarded by the mathematica! engines in finding the solution 

2. The mathematica! engine can discard warehouse-transport mode combinations 
with invalid WOLs in its calculations. 

3. ATP/CTP checks only need to be done once for each warehouse (per SOL). ATC 
will check other WOLs that concern the same warehouse basing itself on the 
result of one single ATP/CTP check. This check is on that warehouse in 
combination with the slowest transport mode (available at that particular 
warehouse ). 

13.4 Feedback by ATC 

For online orders: 
• ATC will provide only one solution (financial optimal choice of sourcing warehouse, 

transport mode, Shipping Date and Delivery Date together with the total costs). 
• Alternative dates can be calculated without extra interaction with OP. ATC will have 

all needed data from OP after processing the original sales order line via OP. A 
condition hereby is that there is no change in the ordered quantity and the ordered 
item. A TC will keep record during the processing of a SOL so that the sales person 
can have an overview. 

For batch orders: 
• ATC will support the existing automatic acceptance of salesorder lines. It will make 

sure that the SOLs that are accepted by OP are linked with optimal choices of 
sourcing warehouse, transport modes and lowest costs. 

• Sales Order Lines that are not accepted automatically are processed in the same 
manner as the online SOLs with the same display of results. 

Re-use of logies 
ATC re-uses the logies for processing the online orders for the batch orders. This is because 
OP cannot optimize batch-wise. So offering SOLs to OP that have optimal solutions based on 
batch-wise optimization (e.g. combining received salesorder lines for eertaio area or to wait 
for one a or more following SOLs and then combine these in order to lower costs) is useless. 
OP accepts SOLs in a sequentia! manner and would therefore counteract the optima! solutions 
that are calculated for the SOLs by ATC in a batch-wise manner. 

29 A WOL is not valid when the Warehouse-transport mode combination will notlead to delivery 
within the Delivery Date interval when transport starts from the warehouse within the shipping date 
interval. 
30 WOLs are specific fora warehouse-transport mode combination. 
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Late orders 
Sales Order Lines that can never bedelivered within the Delivery Date Interval will be treated 
differently than ordinary SOLs. ATC will suggest a fastest Delivery Date and will calculate a 
new Delivery Date Interval that starts with the fastest delivery date. Basedon this new 
Delivery Date Interval a new optima! Delivery Date will be offered as solution basedon the 
lowest costs. A second option will also be shown; solution for the fastest delivery date. These 
two solutions will be displayed to the user. From this point on the SOL will be treated as 
normal SOLs. 

13.5 Data 
All data that A TC needs to feed the mathematica! engine with should be stored with ATC to 
ensure a fast communication! 

Using data from Baan ERP, Baan OP and Baan Planner 
Some data that are al ready available forA TC are : 

• Distance tables for distances between warehouses and delivery addresses (Baan ERP) 
• Preferred Warehouses (OP) 
• Interest rates (Baan ERP) 
• SOL data (e.g. CustomeriD, ordered item, ordered quantity, Delivery Date and 

address) 
Because ATC is an event-triggered application and because all SOLs are senttoOP 
by ERP, ATC must be placed in the dataflow between ERP and OP (see l ·ïgure 12) 

Planner 

Figure 12: The new contiguration with ATC implemenled 

Using existing features/functionalities ofBaan ERP, Baan OP and Baan Planner 
These existing features/functionalities that ATC can use are : 

• Cost definition (Baan ERP) 
Surcharges can be defined to make variabie costs of items visible. Surcharges can be 
defined on transport, handling and so on. 

• ATP/CTP checks (OP) 
ForA TC it is necessary that the checks are done with a fixed quantity! 
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New databases 
Due to extra data that are not readily available in the existing configuration (of Baan ERP, 
Baan OP and Baan Planner) some new databases are needed. These databases are for storing: 

• Preferred transport modes (specific for Customer-Item combination)31 

• Accuracy for calculation 
• Cost per distance for using the transport modes 
• A vailability of transport modes by warehouse 
• Transportation time of transport modes from warehouses to delivery addresses (for 

first two levels of ATC; see 7.-1 !~evels o(A TC) 

• Special costs (extra services, penalty costs etc.) 
• Delivery Date Toleranee (for each accuracy) 

Delivery Date 
An important issue is that the existing online order entry process has to be changed. The 
calculation ofthe Shipping Date must be done by ATC. This means that the sales entry person 
has toenter the Delivery Date in the SOL and send this to the ATC insteadof sendingit toOP 
as he used to do. 

13.6 Recommendations 
1. It is important to stress the importance of data maintenance when training the users of 

ATC. In case of bad maintenance ATC will provide invalid optimal solutions. The 
maintenance of data will be less important in the third level of ATC. This is because the 
data will be retrieved automatically from the Internet. 

2. ATP checks and CTP checks should be more interactive. Now ATP checkscan be 
negative for one particular date while it could have been positive when it looked just one 
day further. This willlead to requesting extra production that may not be ready until a day 
after the initial checked date. So on top of the affluent inventory for that day extra 
production will be planned for that day. 

3. Future development on ATC should include the possibility ofusing more than one 
transport mode to ship an order. Research should also take place on the possibility of 
using Distribution Centers for collecting sales orders for distribution. 

6. Research should take place on the possibilities of ATC used in cascade. If a supplier is 
using ATC then can the manufacturer who is waiting for the delivery use the output of the 
supplier's ATC in his ATC for better estimates? A research question could be: 'How 
more accurate would the delivery date at the end-customer be if each node in a 
distribution chain, e.g. distribution centers or production/warehouse facilities, would have 
ATC in operation?' 

4. Research is neededon the way the accumulated data (e.g. order history, frequent use of 
sametransport mode for same delivery address) can be used for CRM purposes. A 
question is to be answered is for example if some customers are still profitable to take 
into account? 

31 Transport modes are a combination ofthe type of transportand the carrier. Carrier A in combination 
with transport type 'truck' is considered in this report as a different transport mode as carrier B in 
combination with sametype of transport (i.e. 'truck'). 
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ANNEX 1. U se cases 

Introduetion 
In this chapter a number of use cases will be presented that were used as a basis for further 
discussion with the intended stakeholders. These use cases were the basis for the final ATC 
concept presented in this report (see Chapfer 7. A lC Rusic.1 and ( huerer 8. A re' conce17f). 

Th ere can be some slight differences between the A TC concepts and the uses cases presented 
here. The chapter will start with an introduetion of what UML is foliowed by a brief 
explanation on how to read the 'use cases'. 

UML 
UML stands for Unified Modeling Language. lt is a method for standardizing the graphical 
presentation and semantics ofthe modeling elements [18]. A more precise definition would be 
'a language and notation for specification, construction, visualization and documentation of 
mode is of software system [ 19).' lt is important to stress that UML is not a method. A method 
'needs to consider the specific framework and conditions of the application domain, the 
organizational environment, and much more.' [20]. UML is a language. It can serve as a basis 
for different methods, as it provides a platform by standardization. 

Use case 
U se case itself 'describes a set of activities of a system from the point of view its actors which 
leadtoa perceptible outcome for the actor. lt is always initiated by an actor [21].' The actors 
that are involved intheuse cases do nothave to be a person. An actor can be a technica! (e.g. 
an application) or an external (e.g. trigger or time) system as wellas a person. The precise 
definition of an actor is 'an entity located outside the system that is involved in the interaction 
with the system described in a use case [22].' A use case diagram shows the relation between 
use cases and actors. This diagram is represented as a rectangular shape. This also symbolizes 
the boundaries of the system. lt is in this diagram that the individual use cases are placed. A 
use case is depicted using an ellipse, whereby its name is either written inside the ellipse or 
under it. Relations between the actors and the uses cases are the straight lines that go from the 
actors to the use cases. In this chapter the use cases will be pure textual. lt is the behavior of 
the use cases (the ellipses) that will bedescribed intherest ofthis chapter. 

How to read the use cases 
For batch ordering you havetostart readingstarting from use case with the ID's: UC 100, UC 
110 then foliowed by UC 110-Al/A2 depending on the status ofthe salesorder line (see 
below). For online ordering the whole processstarts with UC 200. Then foliowed by UC 110, 
UC 11 0-A 11 A2. The unique ID for the use cases are based on their function: 
• UC 1XX are uniquely for the batch ordering 
• UC 2XX are uniquely for the online ordering (via ERP) 
• UC 3XX are uniquely for online-internet-website 
• UC 4XX are the big inclusions that are used generically (the heart of all processes) 
• UC -XX are the small inclusions that are used generally (very standard processes). 
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U se case name: Unique Primary Secondary Page number 
Use case actors actors in this report 
ID: 

Accept batch order uc 100 ATC ERP,OP 58 
Process Sales Order Lines in batch uc 110 OP OP (Order 

Acceptance 59 
Engine) 

Process 'Manual' safes order !i nes UC 110-Al Planning clerk OP,ATC, 
60 customer 

Process 'Manual Late' safes order uc 110-A2 Planning clerk OP,ATC, 61 !i nes customer 
Accept 'single sa/es order fine UC200 Sales person Customer, ERP 62 (SOL)' 
Accept 'single safes order fine uc 300 Customer ERP (iBaan) 63 
(SOL)' online-internet 
Disapproval safes order (fine) UC210 ATC ERP 64 
Order processing (ATC genera!) UC400 ATC OP 65 
Calculate cast SOLs (optimallowest UC410 ATC Mathematica! 70 
casts and on-time) engine 
Process late Sales Order Line UC420 ATC Mathematica! 71 engine 
Generate Warehouse Order Lines uc 10 ATC OP 66 
ATP check UC20 OP - 67 
CTP check UC30 OP Planner 68 
Check time frame for shipping UC40 ATC 69 
Calculate cast Jastest delivery date uc 50 ATC Mathematica! 

72 engine 
Suggest Delivery Date for late UC60 ATC - 73 orders 
Show optima! casts of SOL UC70 ATC - 74 
Look for alternative datefora sa les UC80 ATC Customer, sales 
order (fine) person/ 75 

planning clerk 
Committing to a safes order (fine) UC90 Sales person or ERP, OP, 76 planning clerk Planner 
Automatically committing to a safes UC 90-Al OP ERP, Planner 77 order (fine) 
Accept SOL online-internet uc 90-A2 Customer ERP, Planner, 78 OP 
Cancel I reject a safes order (fine) UC 90-A3 Sales person I OP, Planner 79 

planning clerk 
Cancel I reject a safes order (fine) UC 90-A4 Customer ERP, ATC, OP, 80 
via Internet Planner 
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U se case name: Accept batch order 
Unique Use case ID: uc 100 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): ERP,OP 
Brief description: ATC will process the batch of SOLs that ERP sent to ATC. (Batches are 

coming through a direct link with the customer or is formed by gathering 
single SOLs over time via usage of time-buckets.) SOLswithno valid 
Shipping Date receives the 'Manual Late' status. Other SOLs have no status. 
These other SOLs have at least one valid Shipping Date (date on which 
items are supposed to be ready at the warehouse). Total costs will be 
calculated for SOLs with other status than that of 'Manual Late'. All SOLs 
must be handled before sending the batchtoOP 

Preconditions: Sales order lines (SOLs) are received by the ERP system in a batch. SOLs 
are complete. SOLs are sent from an authorized system. 

Flow of events: 1. ERP sends the batch to ATC 
2. ATC treats the SOLs one by one until all SOLs have passed. For each 

SOL: 
ATC ~rocesses the SOL (see inclusion 'order ~rocessing (ATC general)') 

a. For SOL which do nothave the 'Manuallate' status: 
Ifrequested Delivery Date is Z (preset) days after orderentry 
in system then the system will use weeks as unit-basis for 
the time calculations 
If requested Delivery Date is between Y and Z (pre set) days after 
orderentry in system then the system will use days as unit-basis 
for the time calculations 
Else the system will use hours as unit-basis for the time 
calculations 

b. If SOL status is not 'Manuallate' 
Then ATC calculates the costs (see inclusion calculate cost SOL) 

c. A TC retrieves the optimal costs and the choice for sourcing 
warehouse and transport mode from the mathematica! engine 

d. ATC requestsOP to reset the available stocks (planned and current) 
e. A TC requests Planner to reset the free capacity 

ATC will send all SOLs (that are optimized individually) toOP. 
Post conditions: SOLs have either 'Manuallate' status or no status. All SOLs are ready for 

further processing by OP. 
Alternative flows and -
exceptions: 
N on-behavioural ATC must receive SOLs before OP does. ATC must have access toOP. 
requirements: Every SOL is treated one by one until all are processed. 
Assumptions: The batch is entered into the ERP by an authorized customer system or an 

authorized sales person using the Order Management package in ERP. 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
*These SOLs are furmshed wtth a Dehvery Date that ts the earltest posstble. And these SOLs have a 
sourcing warehouse and a transport mode to go with that date. 
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U se case name: Process Sales Order Lines in batch 
Unique Use case ID: UCllO 
Primary actor(s): OP 
Secondary actor(s): OP (Order Acceptance Engine) 
Brief description: SOLs with the status of 'Manuallate' do nothave a total costs. Other SOLs 

have no status. OP processes the SOLs using 'Order Acceptance Rules' via 
the 'Order Acceptance Engine'. SOLwithno status will get the status of 
'Accepted' or 'Manual'. Accepted SOLs will have the status 'Accepted' and 
are saved. Other SOLs have the status 'Manual' or 'Manuallate' and are 
ready for further manual processing. 

Preconditions: SOLs have the 'Manuallate' status or no status. All SOLs are ready for the 
automatic processing. 

Flow of events: 1. OP receives the SOL in batch 
2. OP sequence them based on urgency and time of receiving the sales 

order 
3. OP will use its 'Order Acceptance Engine' to process the SOLswithno 

status. (OP will accept the SOLsbasedon the Acceptance Rules used in 
the Order Acceptance Engine) 

4. OP will change the status ofthe individual SOLs 
If a sales order line is accepted 
then OP will change the status of the accepted Sales Order 
into 'Accepted'. 

5. Committing toeach accepted salesorder line (see inclusion' 
automaticall:Y committing to an salesorder line') 

Post conditions: SOLs are accepted or are ready for further manual processing. 
Alternative flows and Alternative 1: 
exceptions: Sales order lines that are not accepted get the 'Manual' status. SOLs without 

any valid Shipping Date already have a 'Manuallate' status. 'Manual (late') 
orders have to be processed by a planning clerk with access to the OP-
system. 

Non-behavioural All SOLs are treated one by one. 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Alternative Process 'Manual' salesorder lines 
U se case name: 
Alternative UC 110-A1 
U se case ID: 
Primary actor(s): Planning clerk 
Secondary actor(s): OP, ATC, customer 
Brief description: A Planning clerk will process the SOLs manually. The planning clerk will do 

this using the OP functionalities like ATPICTP checks. The clerk will give 
alternative dates until the customer either cancels the order or accepts the 
suggested date, after which the clerk can save the SOL. All SOLs have 
'rejected' or 'accepted' status. Alternative dates included costs and choices 
for warehouses and transport modes will be shown. Option for on-time and 
lowest costs delivery will always be shown. 

Insertion point: Step 4, Process Sales Order Lines in batch 
Preconditions: SOLs have the 'Manual' or 'Manuallate' status 
Flow of events: 1. Planning clerk will process the 'Manual' sales order line one by one till 

all are processed 
a. Ifnot 'single SOL online mode' 

Th en 
The sales person I planning clerk informs the customer that the 
requested Delivery Date cannot be met. 
And clerk requestsOP to performs an ATP or CTP check (fixed 
datelquantity) ofhis choice. 
Then (b) 
Else (b) 

b. ATC together withOP process the SOL (see inclusion 'order 
processing (ATC genera!)'). 

c. A TC will request mathematica! engine to calculate the lowest cost 
and the costs for on-time delivery (see inclusion calculate costs 
SOL). 

d. ATC will show the optimal costs of SOL (see inclusion 'show 
optimal cost for manual SOL'). 

e. Planning clerk looks for alternative dates (see inclusion 'Look for 
alternative datefora salesorder (line)'). 

f. If the customer likes the alternative Delivery Date of the SOL. 
then planning clerk will accepts the order (see inclusion 
'Committing to an salesorder (line)'). (S-Activity 1, BO 120) 

g. Else Planning clerk looks for alternative dates (see inclusion 'Look 
for alternative datefora salesorder (line)'). 
Until customer accepts the date and costs 
or Customer rejects and cancels the order (see inclusion reject and 
cancel SOL) 
Then planning clerk Change the SOL status to 'rejected' (see 
inclusion Cancel I reieet SOL) 

Post conditions: SOLs are accepted or rejected. 
Alternative flows and Alternative 1 
exceptions: Manual orders can turn out to be manuallate orders. 
Non-behavioural Planning clerk must have access to the OP-system. One SOL at a time. 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Alternative Process 'Manual Late' sales order lines 
Use case name: 
Alternative uc 110-A2 
U se case ID: 
Primary actor(s): Planning clerk 
Secondary actor(s): OP, ATC, customer 
Brief description: A Planning clerk will process the SOLs manually. The planning clerk will do 

this using the OP functionalities like ATP/CTP checks. The clerk will give 
alternative dates until the customer either cancels the order or accepts the 
suggested date, after which the clerk can save the SOL. All SOLs have 
'rejected' or 'accepted' status. Alternative dates included costs and choices 
for warehouses and transport modes will be shown. Option for on-time and 
fastest delivel)' will always be shown. 

Insertion point: Step lc, Process 'Manual' salesorder lines 
Preconditions: SOL has the 'Manual Late' status 
Flow of events: 1. Planning clerk will process the 'Manuallate' salesorder line one by 

one till all are processed: 
a. A TC will request mathematica! engine to calculate the lowest cost 

and the costs for fastest delivel)' ( see inclusion process late sales 
order line ). 

b. A TC will show the optima! costs and the fastest delivel)' costs of 
SOL (see inclusion 'show optima! cost for manual batch SOL'). 

f.:. Planning clerk looks for alternative dates (see inclusion 'Look for 
alternative datefora salesorder (line)'}. 

h. Ifthe customer likes the alternative Delivel)' Date ofthe SOL. 
then planning clerk will accepts the order through OP (see 
inclusion 'Committing to an salesorder (line)'). 
Else Planning clerk looks for alternative dates (see inclusion 'Look 

for alternative datefora salesorder (line)'). 
Until customer accepts the date and costs 
or Customer rejects and cancels the order 
Then planning clerk Change the SOL status to 'rejected' (see 
Inclusion Cancel I reieet SOL) 

Post conditions: SOLs are rejected or approved 
Non-behavioural Planning clerk must have access to the OP-system. One SOL at a time. 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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U se case name: Accept 'sin2le salesorder line (SOL)' 
Unique Use case ID: UC200 
Primary actor(s): Sales person 
Secondary actor(s): Customer, ERP 
Brief description: The start of the whole procedure is the acceptance of the Sales order. Sales 

person will enter the needed data into the ERP system for further processing. 
Preconditions: System is unlocked and in online mode. Sales person has access the ERP 

system. 
Flow of events: 1. Customer centacts the sales person eperating the ERP system 

2. The sales person validates the authorization ofthe customer (see also 
extension disapproval) 

3. The sales person search for and reviews the customer information on 
ERP (also check remarks on the customer, e.g. discounts) (see also 
extension disapproval sales order) 

4. The sales person opens a sales order line 
5. The sales person asks for the requested item 
6. The sales person asks for the requested delivery date 
7. The sales person will enter the accuracy for the time unit that is going to 

be used for further calculations or in case this is automated then: 
If requested Delivery Date is Z (pre set) days after order en try 
in system then the system will use weeks as unit-basis for 
the time calculations 
Ifrequested Delivery Date is between Y and Z (preset) days after order 
entry in system then the system will use days as unit-basis 
for the time calculations 
Else the system will use hours as unit-basis for the time 
calculations 

8. The sales person asks for the delivery address 
9. The sales person enters preferred transport mode (optional) 
10. The sales person enters special treatment of ordered item ( optional) 
11. The sales person entersneed for speed delivery/cheapest delivery 

(optional) 
12. The sales person sets the sales order line to manual 
13. The sales person (or the ERP) sends the salesorder line to ATC 

Post conditions: System locked. SOL has manual status and is ready for further processing 

Alternative flows and Orders can also be entered online through the Internet 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural One SOL at a time for processing in the online mode 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Alternative Accept 'single sales order line (SOL)' online-internet 
Use case name: 
Alternative uc 300 
Use case ID: 
Primary actor(s): Customer 
Secondary actor(s): ERP (iBaan) 
Brief description: Customer enters the SOL through the Internet. The data is entered into the 

ERP system 
Inserfion point: Point 1, Accept 'single salesorder line (SOL)' 
Preconditions: Customer has access to the Internet system through which he can enter SOLs 
Alternative 1. The customer enters a password 
Flow of events: 2. The system checks his authorization through received password see also 

extension disapproval) 
3. The system checks his history and remarks on company see also 

extension disapproval) 
4. The customer completes the online ordering 

a. The customer enters the requested item 
b. The customer enters the delivery date 
c. The Customer enters the delivery address 
d. The customer enters special wishes conceming transport ( optional). 

Customer can choose: 
l. Preferred transport mode ( optional) 

11. Special treatment of ordered item ( optional) ... 
Speed delivery/cheapest delivery ( optional) lll. 

5. Ifrequested Delivery Date is Z (preset) days after orderentry in system 
then the system will use weeks as unit-basis for the time calculations 

Ifrequested Delivery Date is Y-Z (preset) days after order 
entry in system then the system will use days as unit-basis 
for the time calculations 
Else the system will use hours as unit-basis for the time 
calculations 

6. The customer is informed via e-mail that the order has been received 
and that the order is being processed ( this is for back up for the customer 
in casethereis a malfunction) 

7. The system sets the status ofthe salesorder line to 'manual' 
8. The system sends the sales order line to ERP 
9. ERP sends the sales order line to A TC 

Post conditions: The SOL is ready for further processing and has the manual status. 
N on-behavioural One SOL at a time. 
requirements: 
Souree Weekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Use case name: Disapproval salesorder (line) 
Unique Use case ID: UC210 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): ERP 
Brief description: After the sales person reviews the remarks on the customer the sales order is 

turned down. Either the customer does not have the right authorization or the 
customer has no credit anymore for placing an order (unpaid bills). The 
entered information concerning the SOL will be deleted. 

Preconditions: SOL marked as unauthorized entry 
Flow of events: 1. lf the customer contacted the sales person the sales person will inform 

the customer of the reason for disapproving the sales order (line) 
Ifthe customer is placing his order online. Then the system 
will generate an e-mail, with the reason for disapproval, and 
send this to the customer. 

2. All data entered for the sales order line will be deleted in ERP and ATC 

Post conditions: SOLentry denied 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Use case name: Order processing (ATC general) 
Unique Use case ID: UC400 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): OP 
Brief description: In level zero the delivety is always on time since. There is no time restrietion 

on the customer part. The assumption in level 0 is that all deliveries can be 
delivered using the existing or planned stocks. Level 1 and 2 will have 
restrictions on the customer side. There is a requested delivety date. 

Preconditions: SOL does nothave accepted status and are ready for processing 
Flow of events: 1. A TC creates a list of all possible warehouse-transport mode 

combinations for the SOL (see inclusion generate warehouse-order 
lines) 

2. For each single preferred warehouse ATC requestsOP to perform ATP 
check based on slowest transportation time from warehouse to requested 
delivety address (see inclusion ATP check). 
If ATC level is 0 or 1 then there will be only ATP checks. 
If A TC-level is 2 then there will also be a CTP-check following the 
ATP check (see inclusion ATP check and inclusion CTP check). 

3. ATC compares the resulting date ofthe ATP/CTP check withother 
WOLs of the same warehouse. 
IfWOLs have an earlier Shipping Date 
Th en their Shipping Date will be changed into the resulting date of OP 
Else their Shipping Date stays the same. 

4. ATC checks if all results of the ATP/CTP check of all warehouse-TM 
combinations will fall in the Shipping Date Interval for departure from 
warehouse (this time window will enable on time delivety within 
Delivety Date Tolerance) (see inclusion check 2ossible time frame 
shi22ing). 
If ATC level is 0 then the all dates (received from the ATP/CTP check) 
will be used for requested Delivety Date with Delivety Date T olerance 
equaling 0. 

5. ATC checks ifa SOL has only WOLs with invalid Shipping Dates (that 
are not within Shipping Date Interval that enables transportation to be 
on time or within the Delivety Date toleranee ). 
If Sol has only WOLs with invalid Shipping Dates 
then ATC changes the SOL status to 'manuallate' 
Else ATC sends all allowed Warehouse Order Lines (linked to the same 
SOL) to the mathematica! engine. Warehouse Order Lines with invalid 
Shipping Date are not allowed and will not be sent. 

Post conditions: SOL has 'manuallate' status or have allowed WOLs that are sent to 
mathematica! engine 

Alternative flows and For Manual orders that are taken care of via OP there is the possibility for 
exceptions: the planning clerk to choose for different types of ATP and CTP checks. 
Non-behavioural One SOL at a time 
requirements: 
Assumptions: In level zero the delivety is always on time since there is no time restrietion 

on the customer part. The assumption in level 0 is that all deliveries can be 
delivered using the existing or planned stocks. Level 1 and 2 will have 
restrictions on the customer side. There is a requested delivety date. 

Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Use case name: Genera te Warehouse Order Lines 
Unique Use case ID: uc 10 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): OP 
Brief description: WOLs are generated from the SOL. Each warehouse is linked toa transport 

mode available at that particular warehouse. Warehouse-transport mode 
combinations are formed. A SOL has as many WOLs as summation of [the 
number of warehouses times the number of transport mode available at each 
individual warehouse]. 

Preconditions: SOL is complete. Preferred warehouses and the transportation time from the 
different warehouses to the delivery address using the different transport 
mode are known. 

Flow of events: 1. ATC will retrieve the preferred warehouses ( that are linked to 
customers) for the specific costumer. Ifthe customer is knownthen the 
preset preferred warehouses will be used. In other cases warehouses will 
be appointed to the customer based on the location. 

2. ATC will retrieve the available transport modes available at each 
warehouse 

3. ATC will make combinations of warehouses and transport modes 
4. F or each warehouse a warehouse order line will be generated based on 

the available transport modes. A warehouse order line has the same data 
as a SOL, with the difference that the Delivery Date at the delivery 
address is changed to Shipping Date from the particular warehouse. The 
Shipping Date for each WOL is basedon the requested Delivery Date 
subtracted with the transportation time ( from the warehouse to the 
delivery address) stated in the WOL. 

Post conditions: SOL is linked to WOLs 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural ATC synchronizes its data on the preferred warehouses with OP every time 
requirements: there is a change. This procedure is done for one SOL at a time. 
Assumptions: Assumed is that all data are correct and the customer is known in the system. 

The known customers have preferred warehouse. Preferred warehouses will 
be appointed to unknown costurner will be dedicated based on geographical 
area of delivery address. 

Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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U se case name: ATP check 
Unique Use case ID: UC20 
Primary actor(s): OP 
Secondary actor(s): 
Brief description: This is a subroutine of the process described on page enumerative 

optimization. The process on this page is based on the ATP functionality 
within OP. Planner is not involved. The input ofthe ATP check is a WOL 
with a Shipping Date based on the slowest transport mode. The result will be 
the earliest Shipping Date at which the item is ready (based on the available 
and planned stock). 

Preconditions: WOL with a Shipping Date based on the slowest transport mode is presented 
toOP. 

Flow of events: 1. Choose an A TP check ( fixed date or fixed quantity; pre set! ! ) 
2. OP will execute ATP check 
3. OP will generate next best date in case the requested Shipping Date in 

Warehouse Order line is not possible. If the item is not available in the 
warehouse the re sult of the check will be 'failed check'. 

4. Op will send the date (iffailed checkthen the result 'failed will be sent 
back') together with the warehouse order line back to ATC 

Post conditions: WOL will have a new Shipping Date that tells when the item is available the 
earliest (based on available and planned stock) 

Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural Can be set to be foliowed with a CTP check 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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U se case name: CTP check 
Unique Use case ID: UC30 
Primary actor(s): OP 
Secondary actor(s): Planner 
Brief description: This is a subroutine of the process described on page enumerative 

optimization. The process on this page is based on the CTP functionality 
within in combination with Planner. Both OP and Planner are involved. The 
input ofthe CTP check is a WOL with a Shipping Datebasedon the slowest 
transport mode. The result will be the earliest Shipping Date at which the 
item is ready (based on free production capacitv). 

Preconditions: WOL with a Shipping Date basedon the slowest transport mode is presented 
toOP. 

Flow of events: 1. Choose a CTP check (fixed date or fixed quantity; preset! !) 
2. OP will execute CTP check based on capacity info provided for by 

Planner 
3. OP will generate next best date in case the requested date in Warehouse 

Order line is not possible. 
If the item is not available in the warehouse the result of the 
check will be 'failed check'. 

4. Op will send the date (iffailed checkthen the result 'failed will be sent 
back') together with the warehouse order line back to ATC 

Post conditions: WOL has earliest Shipping Date at which the item is ready (based on free 
production capacity). 

Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural ATP/CTP check is decided for in front. 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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U se case name: Check time frame for shippine; 
Unique Use case ID: UC40 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): 
Brief description: This is done for eaeh preferred warehouse for the customer. For eaeh 

warehouse it has to be ealculated what the possible Shipping Dates are. 
There are 3 possible units by whieh the aeeuraey ean be ehosen. The time 
base will be in weeks, days and in hours. This procedure will eonvert the 
Interval that is based on the requested Delivery Date and the Delivery Date 
Toleranee into an Interval for the shipping date. 

Preconditions: Delivery Date Toleranee is known for the eostumer. The transportation time 
for the fastest and slowest transport mode from the warehouse to the delivery 
address is known as well. 

Flow of events: 1. Retrieve the Delivery Date Toleranee for the eustomer in question. (This 
is in weeks, days or hours; preset! !) 

2. Caleulate the latest Delivery Date by adding the Delivery Date 
Toleranee to the requested delivery date. 

3. Retrieve the transportation time (from the warehouse to the requested 
delivery date) of the fastest transport mode available at the warehouse. 

4. Calculate the latest shipping date by subtraeting the fastest transport 
time from the latest delivery date 

5. Calculate the earliest Delivery Date by dedueting the Delivery Date 
Toleranee from the requested delivery date. 

6. Retrieve the transportation time ( from the warehouse to the requested 
delivery date) of the slowest transport mode available at the ware house. 

7. Calculate the latest Shipping Date by subtraeting the slowest transport 
time from the earliest delivery date 

Post conditions: Eaeh warehouse will have a Shipping Date Interval with whieh on time 
delivery is possible with or without allowable delay. 

Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural This is done for one warehouse at a time. 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Use case name: Calculate cost SOLs ( optimailowest costs and on-time) 
Unique Use case ID: UC410 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): Mathematica! engine 
Brief description: A mathematica! engine does the calculations for the optima! costs and the on 

time delivery. Action ofthe mathematica! engine is triggered by the ATC 
sending the warehouse order lines. F or Manual (Late) orders the costs of a 
forced on time delivery will also be calculated 

Preconditions: SOL is sent for calculation for costs by ATC 
Flow of events: 1. ATC sends the distauces from the warehouse locations to the delivery 

addresses (for all warehouses) to the mathematica! engine 
2. ATC will send the needed accuracy to the mathematica! engine (weeks, 

days or hours). 
3. ATC sends the Delivery Date Toleranee to the mathematica! engine 

(ME). 
[ Delivery Date Toleranee has the value zero 
If SOL has a lowest total costs already 
If SOL is a 'late SOL' 
Else ATC send the customer specific Delivery Date Toleranee to 
the mathematica! engine] 

4. A TC sends information to ME about the special treatments (preferred 
transport modes, preferred item treatment during transportation, etc.) to 
the mathematica! engine. ATC also sends the costs for the special 
treatments if applicable 

5. A TC sends ME the item cost for having the item for all warehouses 
stated in the warehouse order lines and the transportation costs 

6. ATC sends ME the penalty cost for late or early delivery 
7. The mathematica! engine optimizes all warehouse order lines based on 

the discrete choices of transport modes, choices of special treatment. It 
will do so over a continuous time line. 

8. If the resulting Delivery Date equals the requested Delivery Date 
then this optima! (lowest) cost will be the final result. This result 
together with the accompanied choice for the warehouse, the choice 
transport mode and the optima! Delivery Date will be sent to A TC. 
Else 
If SOL has manual status 
Then the whole calculation will be repeated with Delivery Date 

Toleranee 
being zero in combination with the requested delivery date. The result 
will be an optima! on-time delivery. This result together with the 
accompanied choice of sourcing 
warehouse and transport mode will be sent to A TC. 

9. If has manual (late) status 
Then ATC will store this in its temporarv memorv (for display 
usage). 
Else store in Ion!!: memorv ( erased after accent or reiect) 

Post conditions: SOL will have the optima! costs and the costs for on time delivery. Included 
are the linked choices for the optima! sourcing warehouse and the transport 
mode. 

Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural One SOL at a time. 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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U se case name: Process late Sales Order Line 
Unique Use case ID: UC420 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): Mathematical engine 
Brief description: These are the SOLs withno valid Shipping Dates intheir WOLs. These 

orders can never be de livered on time. A TC with the help of the 
mathematical engine calculates costs for the fastest delivery. 

Preconditions: SOL has Manuallate status. 
Flow of events: 1. ATC sends all WOLs to the mathematical engine 

2. Sales person I planning clerk requests through ATC that the 
mathematical engine calculates the total costs for a delivery based on the 
earliest Shipping Date using the fastest Transport Mode. (see ioclusion 
cost calculate cost for fastest deliven: date) 

3. ATC stores the total costs and linked sourcing warehouse and fastest 
transport mode in temporary memory 

4. ATC calculates new shipping Interval for the Shipping Dates that 
includes the earliest Shipping Date to obtain a suggestive Delivery Date 
(see ioclusion suggesting Deliven: Date for late orders) 

6. For each single preferred warehouse ATC requestsOP to perform ATP 
check based on slowest transportation time from warehouse to requested 
delivery address (see ioclusion ATP check). 
If ATC level is 0 or 1 then there will be only ATP checks. 
If A TC-level is 2 then there will also be a CTP-check 
following the A TP check ( see ioclusion ATP check and 
ioclusion CTP check). 

7. For each WOL with the same preferred warehouse ATC compares the 
resulting date ofthe ATP/CTP check with the SHIPPING DATE in the 
WOL 
If WOLs have an earlier Shipping Date 
Then their SHIPPING DATE will be changed into the resulting date 
Else their SHIPPING DATE stays the same. 

8. ATC checks ifSHIPPING DATE of all WOLs will fall in the time 
window for departure from warehouse (this time window will enable on 
time delivery within Delivery Date tolerance) (see ioclusion check 
possible time frame shipping). 
If ATC level is 0 then the all dates (received from the 
ATP/CTP check) will be used for requested Delivery Date 
with Delivery Date Toleranee equals to 0. 

9. ATC sends all allowed Warehouse Order Lines (linked to the same 
SOL) to the mathematical engine. Warehouse Order Lines with invalid 
Shipping Date will not be sent. 

10. Mathematical engine calculates the optimal Delivery Date with the 
lowest costs (see ioclusion calculate cost SOLs). 

11. ATC stores the SOL ( with original delivery date) together with all data 
conceming costs, sourcing warehouse and transport mode in its 
temporary memoty. 

Post conditions: 'Manuallate' SOL has the cost for the fastest delivery and a cost fora 
suggested delivery date. Each cost is linked with the choice for the sourcing 
warehouse and a transport mode. 

Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
N on-behavioural One SOL at a time 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Use case name: Calculate cost fastest delivery date 
Unique Use case ID: uc 50 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): Mathematica! engine 
Brief description: SOL has Manual (late) status 
Preconditions: 'Manuallate' SOL is sent for calculation for the fastest delivery. Distance is 

known from the warehouse (with the earliest Shipping Date) to the delivery 
date. Needed accuracy, factors for extra costs and the Delivery Date 
Toleranee are known. All costs for transportation, item costs and contract 
costs are known. 

Flow of events: l. ATC sends the distance from the warehouse location to the delivery 
addresses ( for the warehouse with the earliest Shipping Date) to the 
mathematica! engine 

2. ATC sends the needed accuracy to the mathematica! engine ( weeks, 
days or hours ). 

3. ATC sends the Delivery Date T olerance to the mathematica! engine. 
Delivery Date Toleranee has the value zero 

4. ATC sends information about the special treatrnents (preferred transport 
modes, preferred item treatment during transportation, etc.) to the 
mathematica! engine. ATC also sends the costs for the special 
treatments if applicable 

5. A TC sends the item cost for having the item for the warehouse with the 
earliest Shipping Date 

6. A TC sends the cost ftmction for penalty cost for late delivery 
7. The mathematica! engine calculates the co st for the warehouse order 

lines based on the choice of the fastest transport modes (at the 
warehouse ), choice of special treatment. It will do so over a continuous 
time line. 

8. ATC will store this in its temnorarv memorv (for disnlaY usa2e). 
Post conditions: Sol has a cost for the fastest delivery together with the choice for the 

sourcing warehouse and the fastest transport mode. 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
N on-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Use case name: Suggest Delivery Date for late orders 
Unique Use case ID: UC60 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): 
Brief description: The original Delivery Date that is requested by the customer is not possible. 

A new Delivery Date will be suggested. This suggested Delivery Date would 
have the fastest Delivery Date within its Interval ( that is defined with the 
Delivery Date toleranee) if combined with the fastest transport mode. 

Preconditions: SOL has manuallate status 
Flow of events: 1. A TC takes the earliest Shipping Date 

2. ATC adds the transportation time for the warehouse (with the earliest 
Shipping Date) to the delivery address (of the fastest transport mode) 
and the 'Delivery Date tolerance' to the Shipping Date 

3. ATC stores the suggested delivery date 
Post conditions: SOL has a suggested Delivery Date next to the originally requested delivery 

date 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discus si on with stakeholders 
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Use case name: Show optimal costs of SOL 
Unique Use case ID: UC70 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): 
Brief description: SOL has Marmal (late) status 
Preconditions: SOL has total costs combined with sourcing warehouse and transport mode 
Flow of events: 1. ATC reads the short-term database. 

2. ATC sorts the WH-TM combinations on ascending total cost. 
3. ATC displays all possible delivery dates included transport mode and 

sourcing warehouse. 
Post conditions: SOL is shown with all possible delivery dates 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Use case name: Look for alternative datefora salesorder (line) 
Unique Use case ID: uc 80 
Primary actor(s): ATC 
Secondary actor(s): Customer, salesperson/planning clerk 
Brief description: ATC wiJl accept an use an alternative delivery date. This date wiJl be used as 

an alternative for a manual order or an manuallate order. 
Preconditions: SOL with a manual (late) status 
Flow of events: 1. Sales person I planning clerk inform the customer about the alternative 

date (fastest and lowest costs date). 
2. Sales person enters an alternative date (The customer can request for a 

third date). The date must be later than the fastest date ( earliest Shipping 
Date added with the fastest transport mode available at the warehouse 
with the earliest Shipping Date) 
Then ATC wiJl duplicate the original sales order line but change the old 
requested Delivery Date into the newly entered one. This order will then 
be processed with an Delivery Date Toleranee equals to 0 (see order 
processing). 

Post conditions: An alternative date is linked to the SOL 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
The presentatwn happens whenever the calculatrons are ready. ft wrll present the results stared rn the 
temporary memory of A TC. 
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U se case name: Committine; toasalesorder (line) 
Unique Use case ID: UC90 
Primary actor(s): Sales person or planning clerk 
Secondary actor(s): ERP, OP, Planner 
Brief description: A SOL is accepted then it must be saved in ERP. Also OP and planner must 

consume the resources and capacities to meet that SOL. 
Preconditions: SOL is accepted manually 
Flow of events: 1. Sales person ( or planning clerk) will accept this the SOL by accepting 

committing to one of the suggested options of delivery due date together 
with the sourcing warehouse and transport mode. 

2. Sales person ( or planning clerk) saves the sales order line in ERP 
together with the delivery date, sourcing warehouse and the transport 
mode. 

3. If the calculations were based on an ATP check then ERP will request 
OP to consume the stocks in ordertomeet the salesorder line under the 
calculated conditions. 
Then ERP will ask ATC to consume the transport capacity (this is 
optional) 

4. If the calculations were based on a CTP check then ERP will request 
Planner to consume the production capacity in order to meet the sales 
order line under the calculated conditions. 
Then ERP will ask ATC to consume the transport capacity (this is 

optional) 
Post conditions: SOL is saved 
Alternative flows and Alternative l: 
exceptions: SOL can be accepted automatically 

Alternative 2: 
SOL can be accepted via internet 
Alternative 3: 
SOL can be cancelled I rejected online 
Alternative 4: 
SOL can be cancelled I rejected via internet. 

N on-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Alternative Automatically committing toasalesorder (line) 
U se case name: 
Alternative UC 90-Al 
Unique Use case ID: 
Primary actor(s): OP 
Secondary actor(s): ERP, Planner 
Brief description: If a SOL is accepted then it must be saved in ERP. Also OP and planner 

must consume the resources and capacities to meet that SOL. 
Insertion point: Step 1, Committing toasalesorder (line) 
Preconditions: SOL is marked accepted and system is in batch mode (not online mode) 

Flow of events: 1. OP accepts the SOL by committing to one ofthe suggested options of 
delivery due date together with the sourcing warehouse and transport 
mode. 

2. OP saves the sales order line in ERP together with the delivery date, 
sourcing warehouse and the transport mode. 

3. If the calculations were based on an A TP check then OP consumes the 
stocks in order to meet the sales order line under the calculated 
conditions. 
Then ERP will ask A TC to consume the transport capacity ( this is 
optional) 

4. If the calculations were based on a CTP check then ERP will request 
Planner to consume the production capacity in order to meet the sales 
order line under the calculated conditions. 
Th en ERP will ask ATC to consume the transport capacity ( this is 

optional) 
Post conditions: SOL is saved 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
N on-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Alternative Accept SOL online-internet 
Use case name: 
Alternative UC 90-A2 
Unique U se case ID: 
Primary actor(s): Customer 
Secondary actor(s): ERP, Planner, OP 
Brief description: If a SOL is accepted then it must be saved in ERP. Also OP and planner 

must consume the resources and capacities to meet that SOL. 
Insertion point: Step 1, Committing to a sales order (line) 
Precondition: SOL is marked accepted and system is in the online Internet mode 
Flow of events: 1. Customer will accept the SOL by accepting committing to one ofthe 

suggested options of delivery due date together with the sourcing 
warehouse and transport mode. 

2. The system saves the sales order line in ERP together with the delivery 
date, sourcing warehouse and the transport mode. 

3. If the calculations were based on an ATP check then ERP will request 
OP to consume the stocks in ordertomeet the salesorder line under the 
calculated conditions. 
Th en ERP will ask A TC to consume the transport capacity ( this is 
optional) 

4. If the calculations were based on a CTP check then ERP will request 
Planner to consume the production capacity in order to meet the sales 
order line under the calculated conditions. 
Then ERP will ask ATC to consume the transport capacity (this is 
optional) 

5. The customer is informed via e-mail that the order has been received 
and that the order is processed ( this is for back up for the customer in 
casethereis a malfunction) 

Post conditions: SOL is saved 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree W eekly discussion with stakeholders 
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Alternative Cancel/ reject a sales order (line) 
Use case name: 
Alternative UC 90-A3 
Unique Use case ID: 
Primary actor(s): Sales person I planning clerk 
Secondary actor(s): OP, Planner 
Brief description: If a SOL is accepted then it must be saved in ERP. Also OP and planner 

must consume the resources and capacities to meet that SOL. 
Insertion point: Step 1, Committing toasalesorder (line) 
Preconditions: SOL is marked reject 
Flow of events: 1. Sales person I planning clerk delete all data conceming the SOL in the 

databases (WOLs) 
2. ATC requests OP to reset it data on resources 
3. ATC requests OP and planner to reset the data on free capacity 

Post conditions: SOL is deleted and system is ready for the next SOL 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree Weekly.discussion with stakeholders 
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Alternative Cancel/ reject a salesorder (line) via internet 
U se case name: 
Alternative UC 90-A4 
Unique Use case ID: 
Primary actor(s): Customer 
Secondary actor(s): ERP, ATC, OP, Planner 
Brief description: If a SOL is accepted then it must be saved in ERP. Also OP and planner 

must consume the resources and capacities to meet that SOL. 
Insertion point: Step 1, Committing to a sales order (line) 
Preconditions: SOL is marked reieet and system is in online internet mode) 
Flow of events: 1. Customer cancels or reject SOL 

2. ERP relay the message to ATC 
3. ATC deletes all data concerning the SOL in the databases (WOLs) 
4. ATC requests OP to reset it data on resources 
5. ATC requests OP and planner to reset the data on free capacity 

Post conditions: SOL is deleted and system is ready for the next SOL 
Alternative flows and 
exceptions: 
Non-behavioural 
requirements: 
Souree W eeklv discussion with stakeholders 
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ANNEX 2. Basic Requirements 

Ifpossible then more requirements should be met (see ANNHX !. Use cases). The following 
are the minimum requirements that the A TC-module must be able tomeet [23]. For the first 
release these requirements will be enough since there is nothing similar for Baan and for other 
software vendors as well. The requirements below are notordered by its relative importance: 

1. ATC have to give accurate Shipping Date and customer delivery date. 
The accuracy does not have to be the same for all situations. In cases when the 
customer is inquiring about a Delivery Date well in advance in comparison to the 
lead-time ofthe product the customer is going to order, the accuracy may be less. 
Accuracy with precision in hours or minutes would be redundant in these 
situations. 

2. Both user and customer should be provided with a clear and simple presentation 
within minutes. 

In cases of a sales person entering sales order lines the presentation should be 
clear. The simpler the presentation the less mistakes there will be made. A 
graphical display of the results would be desirable. 

3. ATC will tell you what the cheapest combination is of transportand warehouse 
sourcmg 

Once the type of item that will be ordered is known, the A TC module has to be 
able to calculate the best (read: cheapest) sourcing warehouse and transport mode 
combination. The A TC should take into account the availability of the items and 
the availability of transport modes at the warehouses. 

4. ATC must be web-prepared 
For small companies it is impossible to keep up with the technology 
developments. So they will need a low threshold software solution that will be 
web-prepared so that new acquisitions are not needed. For big companies the 
upgrade possibility is also an attractive selling point. 

5. Cost will only be shown to authorized personnel. 
The costs forshipping an order from a warehousetoa customer is sensitive 
information and should therefore be shown to authorized personnet only. 

6. The customer or user should be given choices ofDelivery Date between which he can 
choose. 

Alternative dates are necessary for planning and as preferabie feature for the 
customer of the A TC-user. 

7. The customer and or user (the supplier) should be able to choose a preferred transport 
mode (e.g. in cases regarding fragile items). 

A customer may favor a transport mode or even a carrier due to contractual 
obligations. There should be a possibility in the A TC-module to link customers 
and/or product types to certain transport modes and possibly to make a linktoa 
camer. 
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ANNEX 3. Domaio Model 
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ANNEX 4. Functional Design Model 

1 Address DeliveryAddress 

GeoCode . UniqueldCode 

calculate Distance() : Distance 0.* 

1 

1 

Warehouse 
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choose FastestTransportTime(in Distance). F astestTransp Time 1 . 
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1.. . TransportMode 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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DeliveryDateTolerance · Timeinterval 1 .. . 
Service . Boolean I 
DeliveryDelayCost: NonNegativelnteger SalesOrderUne (SOL) 
Accuracy: TimeUnit 

SOLnumber: UniqueldCode 
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o .. • ReqDeliveryDate . Date 
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calculateOptimaiTransport() 
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ANNEX 5. ATC online 

SalesCierk 

[teasibility and 
Timely Delivery Check 

is NOT done tor all 
WOLs] 

[SOL can neverbede livered 
on time . 

ATC shows al l optimal solutions . 
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1) tor origina l Requested Delivery Date , 
2) tor all Al ternative Delivery Dates, 

SOL is 'Late'] 

3) tor Fastest Delivery Date in case SOL is 'Late') 
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Swim lane Co lor Index 
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ANNEX 6. Enter SOL 

Swimlane Color Index 

SalesCierk enters GustomeriO 

SalesCierk enters ltemByWarehouse ID 

SalesCierk enters Ordered Quantity 

SalesCierk enters Requested Delivery Date 

SalesCierk enters Delivery Address 
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(not all Wa re 

ANNEX 7. Create WOL 

There is a list of 
preterred Warehouses 

and preterred Transport modes 
with in ATC 

es processed] 

SalesCierk 

Result is the Shipping Date u 
the chosen Transport Mode (TM) 
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[not all Transport 
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combination 
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ANNEX 8. Feasibility and Timely Delivery Check 

[nol all WOLs 
of the one SOL 
are processed] 
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ANNEX 9. Delivery Date and Shipping Date Interval 

Swimlane Color Index 
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ANNEX 10. ME optimizes 

ME retrieves needed data 
trom ATC basedon received WOLs 

ME optimizes according to formula 

Mathematica! Engine sends 
optima I co st back to A TC 

ME sends optima! 
Warehouse-Transport Mode combination 

back to ATC 

SalesCierk 
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what Warehouse Transport Mode 
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ANNEX 11. Accept/reject SOL 

SalesCierk cernmits to optimal Delivery Date 

[Th is SOL is rejected ; 
not one generated 

Delivery Date 
was acceptab le] 

0 P re sets itself 

Swimlane Color Index 

SalesCierk 
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ANNEX 12. Late orders treatment 

[not all 
warehouses 
processed] 

SalesCierk 

This step only occurs when 
performed ATP/CTP checks 
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So the Earliest Shipping Dates , 
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The result is the 
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SalesCierk 

ANNEX 13. Batch orders 

ER P sends batch toA TC 

[SOL can never bedelive red on time] 

Manu al Late and Manual SO 
will be treated in the same 
way as online (late) SOLs 

Swimlane Color Index 

[not all SOLs 
processed by OP] 

[not all SOLs processed by A TC] 

OP accepts SOL automatically 
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ANNEX 14. SimHar Products 

14.1 Introduetion 
Th ere are two products that have similarities with A TC that exists within the Baan 
assortment: 

1. FM (ERP) [24] 
2. Due Date Quoting [25] 

These will be described in this chapter as well as two other logistical applications (of Caps 
Logistics), which also have some similarities with ATC: 

1. TransPro [26] 
2. RoutPro [26] 

14.2 FM (Contact persou Mr. Gert Stolk) 

14.2.1 General 
It is a working package in Baan ERP 5.2. And it is intended for logistic or traffic department 
of various types of companies. But FM is mainly intended for businesses, which subcontract 
the transportation to selected carriers. It is also possible to use FM for companies that have 
their own transportation fleet. It does not however focus on the actual execution ofthe 
transport (such as fuel control) 
FM consist ofthe following modules: 

1. Freight Master Data (FMD) 
It contains all master data that FM needs. lt has: 

• General data (address data including loading lead times, transfer addresses 
and time tolerances at the addresses; shipping offices (these are entities to 
group freight orders with). 

• Item data 
Freight specific data such as dimensions and special requirements for transporting 
the items 
• Transportation data 

Data that can help to determine the type of transportation needed and which 
items can be combined in one transport. 

• Freight order related data 
This is data that can be added to freight order or to order lines. This data helps to 
identify the order types, the volume range, the weight range and the weight class 
and service level. lt is used for amongst el se the calculation of the price. 

2. Freight Order Control (FOC) 
lt is used for maintaining freight orders and freight order lines into groups. A building 
engine to create shipments and loads uses these groups. Such groups are formed using 
data from the FMD.FOC also maintains routes. These routes are divided into legs for 
pooling purposes depending on transport category and means of transport. 

3. Rough Planning (RPG) 
It provides an estimate of both the available transportation capacity and the required 
transport capacity in a given time. In case it is necessary additional capacity can be 
arranged from the carriers. 

4. Load Building (LBD) 
Transport planning is executed here. A range of freight orders that belong to a 
shipping office ( department that is accountable for a specific type of transport for a 
group ofwarehouses) and planning group must be selected after which the load 
building engine can start. The result is a load planning of a number of loads and 
shipments with loading and unloading addresses and dates. There are three planning 
methods: 

• Direct shipping 
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A whole load is shipped from one start address to a delivery address. 
• Consolidation 
On a particular route goods are put into one load that is offered to a carrier. Some 
ofthe goods have a end destination which is somewhere between the final 
delivery address and the starting address. 
• Pooling 
It is the same as Consolidation with the difference that there is a separation 
(distribution) point from which goods will be separated from the load. Each 
shipment will continue its travel from that point. 

5. Freight Rates and Costs (FRC) 
It calculates the estimate freight (and additional) costs per: 

• Load. 
• Shipment 
• Freight Order Line 
• Sales Order Line 
• Sales Quotation Line 

6. Freight Invoicing (FRI) 
FRI is used to release the invoicing costs to iBaan ERP Central invoicing. The latter 
will create invoices to internat and external business partners. The freight charges can 
be based on the following: 

• No invoicing allowed 
• Agreed rates stored in (PCG) 
• Estimated freight costs 
• Estimated freight costs updated with amount on the actual carrier invoice. 

14.2.2 Difference FM with ATC Module 
The obvious difference is that FM can be used without OP and Planner. ATC needs an ERP to 
be functional. But there are differences in functionalities: 

1. There is no selection of a warehouse based on the costs of getting the goods to that 
warehouse and the costs of maintaining the goods in this particular warehouse. 

2. FM is using pre-defined standard routes with routes divided in legs. ATC is only 
using the rates that are provided by the carrier. How the route is constructed is not 
that important to ATC 

3. FM is basedon orders that are already accepted. ATC will help you to decide whether 
the order can be accepted with a particular delivery date. 

4. No negotiations data is offered to the salespersou that is accepting the order. No 
alternatives are offered. ATC provides these data including alternatives .. 

14.3 Due Date Quoting (Contact person Mr. Jaap van der Horst) 

14.3.1 General 
This is not operational yet. It is a product under development by the BaanDiminsions group in 
Veenendaal (Holland). DDQ is the process oftrying to predict the time taken up by the order 
fulfillment cycle. When entering customer demand it is not possible todetermine the Delivery 
Date by just actding the production lead time with the date on which the order is to be 
accepted. The problem is what due date to promise the customer. Here for some production 
situations are defined: 
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The ' order fulfillment cycle ' is depicted, as D, whereby Dis defines as the period between the 
date/time on which the customer order is entered into the system by the sales personnel and 
the actual date of finishing the order/product. F or a good es ti mate of D the DDQ module has 
to know when the products will be finished. This estimate in turn is again based on the 
following : 

1. Historica! data 
Based on historica! data it can be estimated how long a production lead-time is. 

2. ATP 
If the demand is very well known then it can be estimated which part of the 
production is already allocated and which part can still be allocated. And furthermore 
it is easy to see when the products will be ready, since the production time is already 
know for this type of production. 

3. MRP lead time 
Ifthe manufacturer is working with MRP then by knowing the individuallead times 
within the MRP the production lead-time is known. The problem is that all lead times 
have a built-in covering of all possibilities. Hence they are too inflated. 

4. Capped WIP via Block schedule 
There is a maximum ofhow much work can be released into the system. Form the 
block schedule orders can be triggered. A surplus of orders has to wait in queue. This 
can provide the information necessary to predict the total production lead-time. 

5. Capped Material Systems via Block Schedule 
Instead of an maximum of orders that is allowed into the system another restraint can 
be formed by the maximum number of semi-finished goods that are used as parts in 
the end-product. Orders that may lead to depleting the available material resources 
have to wait in queue. This in turn can also provide information on the total 
production lead-time. 

14.3.2 Difference DDQ with ATC Module 
The main difference here is the technological environment in which DQ is to be implemented. 
There is no relation with OP and Planner. Concepts like 'Order Promising', demand planning 
and capacity ATP/CTP are not supported. The functional differences are : 

1. Nodecision is madebasedon cost-effectiveness (or basedon the lowest costs for that 
matter). This is the main requirement for ATC. 

2. No capacity-constraint is taken into account except for in an indirect manner when 
MRP lead-times are used for predicting the total production lead-time. ATC co
operates with Planner through CTP checks and therefore has taken constraint on 
capacity into account!! 

3. No transportation lead-time is taken into account. It is only estimated when the 
products are finished. Transportation time is presumably at a later stage. ATC goes 
further and predict the delivery date! 
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4. No negotiations data is offered to the salesperson that is accepting the order. No 
alternatives are offered. ATC provides negotiations data and alternatives. 

14.4 Transpro/Routepro 

14.4.1 Difference between the TransPro and RoutePro 
The major difference between RoutePro and TransPro is the metbod oftransportation that is 
being used. RoutePro is for companies that have a private/dedicated fleet, which means that 
they do not outsouree any of their transportation. 

14.4.2 RoutePro 
RoutePro will build the correct routes and the proper fleet size, but it does not have DC
locator functionality . Additionally, RoutePro can balance routes over a planning cycle. Y ou 
also have the option to import bistorical orders fora strategie analysis or actual orders for 
operational use. 

14.4.3 TransPro 
TransPro is good for companies that have a private fleet , but also use other methods of 
transportation like hired out fleets or UPS. In TransPro you set up a carrier for each possible 
metbod of transportation. One would be your private fleet , another would be UPS, and 
another would be Carrier X that you can out-souree your transportation to. Initially, TransPro 
chooses the carrier with the best direct cost, which is the carrier that can ship the order from 
its origin to its destination in the shortest amount of time. After rating directly, there are three 
functions that you can do order quantity management, pooling, and routing. In order quantity 
management, you have the opportunity to combine smaller orders to take advantage of 
economies of scale, or you have the opportunity to split larger orders so that they will fit on a 
truck. After OQM, many users run pooling, which combines individual shipments at a central 
location to create one large shipment suitable for economy of scale transportation modes. 
Finally, you can run routing. In TransPro we use a special algorithm called Mode Selection 
Router, which compares the cost of routing the order with private feet, routing the order with 
a 3rd-party fleet, and shipping it directly. In the end, the lowest costoption will be selected. 

14.4.4 The differences with ATC 
TransPro and RoutePro are more ad vaneed than ATC on the field of logistics. But they do not 
take the production capacity into account nor do they support the ATP/CTP concepts. These 
are applications purely designed for logistics whereby the processes of order fulfillment and 
acceptance are not taken into account. 
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ANNEX 15. Screenshots ERP/OP/Planner 
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Figure 13: Distance table in Baan ERP 
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Figure 14: Distance table in more detail (showing units for distance) 
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Save 
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='i tccom4538mOOO: Distance Table by ZIP Code/PostaiCo* 

File Edit VIew Group Werkflow Tools Si ,c·c,ri• Wlndow Help 

Transport Category 

Fr om ,From To 
Country 'ZIP Cod.,/ 

! Postal Code 
,Country 

IND India IND India 

IND India 1234567890 IND India 

IND India 400081 NL Netherlands 

IND India 400081 NL Netherlands 

IND India 400096 IND India 

IND Indio 400096 IND Indio 

IND India 400096 IND India 

IND India 400096 NL Netherlands 

IND India 500016 NL Netherlands 

IND India 98079696 IND India 

Figure 15: Distance table for internationallocations 
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Net Applic.eble 
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Indî.e 

liD 
~ ... 30 Mlnutes 

To 
ZIP Cod.,/ 
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1234567891 

100 
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400097 

500036 
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500033 

400097 
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1 o .oo j 
--~ --------------------··---

Figure 16: International distance table in more detail (showing units for distance) 
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:'1 tfcat550 lmOOO : Bollof Actovoties [User: JVerrojd) [870] ' ··~ 

Eile !;.dit 'l.iew !iiroup WQ.rkflow Iools ~ecific 'lljndow tielp 
---------- - ------ - --------~--

lori ~ I L'l 1'\:g x "'' I "' I~ ~ ~ ~I I ûJ IR} (TI ~ [ill I ., I~! t.;? 
Olmension j Activity I 

Relation 

Year - Period 

Budget 

Destination Dim. Type 

Destin~tion Oimension 

Destination Ref. Unit 

12002 - ro 
jMKï M~rtins ABC Budget 

Jz Item Group I Artikelgruppen 

jMKA Cast Object A 

jPëS Cast Driver Items Sold 

Actlvlty Ref. Unit Quantlty 

5 MKMA T M~teri~l H~ndling BOM 700,0000 

50 10,0000 

Figure 17: Defining costs for warehousing 

='i whwmd2500m000: Warehouses [User: jverrijd] [870] ~ '1.1"" 
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Figure 18: Data on warehouses 
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Figure 19: Data on carriers (transport modes) 
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Figure 20: Defining acceptance rules (OAE) 
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Figure 21: Setting ATP/CTP checks parameters 
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